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OUR
MANAGEMENT
Corporate Governance
Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation engages in constructive dialogue with our
stakeholders, including shareholders, customers, employees, and local communities.
In this way, we build solid relationships while strengthening our management
system to ensure transparency and fairness.
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Principles of Corporate Governance 

Organizational Changes Effective June 18, 2021 

Nippon Sanso Holdings believes the essence of corporate
governance is to respect the rights of stakeholders and to
ensure transparency and fairness in decision-making. This
definition includes leveraging management resources effectively to increase the vitality of management through swift
and resolute decision-making.
In October 2020, we changed our name from Taiyo Nippon
Sanso Corporation to Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation,
becoming a holding company. We transitioned to a holding
company structure for two main reasons: (1) to speed decisionmaking and clarify responsibility for business execution through
the delegation of authority to each region, and (2) to
strengthen the Group’s overall capabilities by expanding
regional strengths on a global scale.

Furthermore, we redefined our Group Philosophy and Group
Vision in line with this structural transition. We assigned individuals in each region to communicate our new philosophy and
vision to employees to bring them on board with groupwide
approval and support. Our new philosophy and vision serve as
a base upon which to establish codes of conduct tailored to
the characteristics of each region, facilitating wider dissemination
and acceptance. We recognize that the role of Nippon Sanso
Holdings is to understand and collect information about the
situation in each region, acting as a driver for setting goals
tailored to each location. We aim to achieve sustainable
growth and enhance corporate value through a management
structure designed to act with speed.

Following the Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders held
on June 18, 2021, and subsequent meeting of the Board of
Directors, Nippon Sanso Holdings made certain changes to
the position of representative director and officers of the
Company. Toshihiko Hamada was elected as President CEO,
replacing Yujiro Ichihara. Mr. Ichihara was elected as Chairman

of the Board of Directors. The Company also appointed Miri
Hara as an outside director. Entering a new fiscal year under
the holding company structure adopted in October 2020, we
have established a management structure that maximizes the
functions and governance of a holding company to enhance
corporate value further as a global company.

Comment from the Chairman of the Board of Directors

We are building a management structure capable of responding
flexibly to change, and striving to enhance Board effectiveness
while improving corporate value.
Yujiro Ichihara

Member of the Board, Chairman of the Board of Directors

Corporate Governance Structure 
The Nippon Sanso Holdings Board of Directors consists of
nine directors, three of whom are outside directors. This
Board structure facilitates appropriate management decisions.
The Board of Directors meets monthly to discuss important
matters and receive reports on the status of Nippon Sanso
Holdings’ businesses. In addition, the Board consists of directors
bringing various skills and experience, and who provide
supervision and make decisions from a diverse range of perspectives. In June 2019, we appointed Thomas Scott Kallman,

head of the Gas Business in the United States, and Eduardo
Gil Elejoste, head of the Gas Business in Europe, to the Board
of Directors as a step toward strengthening our global management structure. Since our transition to a holding company
structure in October 2020, the former director in charge of
our industrial gases business in Japan has became
a member of the Board of Directors serving in the capacity
of president of the Japanese operating company. In this way,
we have created a more global management structure.

Auditing Structure and Risk Management Structure

General Meeting of Shareholders

Appointment/
dismissal

Appointment/
dismissal

Appointment/dismissal
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Advisory Committee on
Appointments and Remuneration

Audit &
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Consultation
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Representative Director, President CEO
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Independent Auditor
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Coordination

Management
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Global Risk Management Committee
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Audit of
accounts

To begin, I wish to express my heartfelt condolences to those
who have lost loved ones due to the COVID-19 pandemic. I also
wish to express my sincere wishes for the speedy recovery of
those suffering from the illness as well as my deepest gratitude to
the professionals in the medical field who are engaged in fighting
the spread of infection.
The Company shifted to a holding company structure in
October 2020. Since 2014, when I assumed the position of
Representative Director, President CEO, we have been enhancing
governance in numerous ways to create a holding company
structure capable of global management, including the establishment of the Principles of Corporate Governance, the addition of
the Advisory Committee on Appointments and Remuneration to
complement the functions of the Board of Directors, and reviews
of the number and composition of directors (see P.114). Prior to
the transition to a holding company, the boards of directors at
operating companies needed to spend a significant amount of
time not only supervising management but also making decisions
on business execution. This approach to managing operations was
particularly the case in the Gas Business in Japan. With the transition to a holding company, authority for business execution has
largely been delegated to each operating subsidiary. The transition has increased the speed of management decision-making
while clarifying the roles and responsibilities of the holding company and our operating subsidiaries. The holding company is free
to focus mainly on management supervision. Furthermore, we
have begun to make good progress in our efforts on achieving
the objectives of the transition: to speed up decision-making, to
allocate management resources appropriately, and to strengthen
the comprehensive capabilities of the Group.
Looking at the current business environment, however, we
expect that the COVID-19 pandemic will not subside completely
for some time. Apart from the short-term effects of the pandemic, the social environment has also changed in significant

NIPPON SANSO HOLDINGS CORPORATION

ways since the COVID-19 outbreak. The relationship between
social issues and business has become more challenging than
ever. I have high expectations for our new executive team and
how they will lead the Group in adapting to a changing environment through our businesses as well as how they will leverage
our businesses for enhanced corporate value and better societies.
At the same time, I believe the role of the Board of Directors will
become increasingly important as a supervisory structure that
monitors management performance from a broad perspective.
I stepped down as President CEO upon the conclusion of our
medium-term management plan, Ortus Stage 2. Based on the
recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Appointments
and Remuneration (chaired by an independent outside director),
the Board of Directors selected Director Hamada to be my successor
as President CEO. The Board made this decision for reasons including
strengthening governance, making a generational change with
the development of new and talented managers, and encouraging
flexible responses to a diverse range of changes. At the same time,
we established a new management structure consisting of nine
directors, including three independent outside directors, and a newly
instituted chairman of the Board position. The Board of Directors is
a central organization in our corporate governance, and I believe
it is important that we continue to enhance the quality of discussions and pursue greater Board effectiveness. I have led the
Company in my capacity as President CEO, reflecting the advice
of the Advisory Committee on Appointments and Remuneration.
Now, I will serve the Company in a non-executive position as
Chairman of the Board of Directors, bringing my many years of
experience with the Company to a new position. In this capacity,
I intend to leverage my experience in raising the effectiveness of
the Board of Directors and striving to enhance corporate value as
we explore how best to confront a changing business environment,
how our executive team should perceive and respond to issues,
and whether our strategies are leading in the right direction.
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Features of Our Corporate Governance System 

Meetings, Committees, and Their Respective Functions 

The Board of Directors has created a global management
structure, establishing the Advisory Committee on Appoint
ments and Remuneration and having top executives of
operating companies in Europe and the United States serve
concurrently as directors of the holding company. These
policies have resulted in direct and lively discussions at
Board meetings.
Even more distinctive is our system that encourages speedy
management while delegating decision-making authority to the
operating companies at each of the four global geographic
hubs and the Thermos Business. We supply a variety of industrial gases, including air separation gases (oxygen, nitrogen,

and argon), to a wide array of industries on a global scale.
We are also engaged in diverse activities across a wide range
of business domains. For this reason, we adopted a corporate
governance model incorporating an Audit & Supervisory Board.
Under this management structure, the Board of Directors
makes decisions on business execution above a certain scale,
including M&A and investment. The Audit & Supervisory
Board conducts its own audits of the corporate group. In
so doing, we have answered the need for the type of multivectored evaluations of wide-ranging risks based on expertise
linked more closely with our front lines when it comes to
management judgment, decision-making, and supervision.

Measures to Strengthen Corporate Governance

2015

2016

June	Reduced the number of members as provided in our Articles of Incorporation (from 20 or less to 15 or less);
reduced the number of directors (from 16 to 11); and appointed two outside directors to speed decision-making
June–July	Established the position of chief compliance officer (CCO) to ensure effective compliance
Established the Internal Controls Office to assist the CCO
October Established the Principles of Corporate Governance and disclosure policies
June	Established the Advisory Committee on Appointments and Remuneration (consisting of the Chairman, President
CEO, and outside directors) to improve the transparency and objectivity of decisions regarding the appointment
and compensation of officers and other personnel
June	Introduced performance-linked executive compensation tied to the results of the medium-term management plan
as an incentive for medium-term growth

2017

June	Reduced the number of directors from 10 to seven (including two outside directors) to establish further separation
of business execution and supervision, as well as to strengthen the supervisory function of the Board of Directors
July 	Established the Information Management Committee to manage information in cooperation with related departments under an appropriate management system

2018

February	Appointed a CCO and regional chief compliance officers (RCCOs) in North America, East Asia, Taiwan, Southeast
Asia, India, and Australia to strengthen the Group compliance system; established global compliance management
regulations, regarded as a unified Group standard; and held a meeting of the Global Compliance Committee,
attended by RCCOs under the global CCO to share information on the status of legal compliance within the
Group, the progress of legal actions, and other topics
June	Established the Technical Academy to serve as an in-house training facility to provide education on security and
disseminate technology from the perspective of technology risk management

2019

March	Appointed RCCOs in Europe
June	Appointed Thomas Scott Kallman (Chairman and CEO, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.), who is responsible for the Gas
Business in the United States, and Eduardo Gil Elejoste (Chairman and President, Nippon Gases Euro-Holding
S.L.U.), who is responsible for the Gas Business in Europe, as directors to strengthen our global management
structure for oversight and decision-making from more diverse perspectives

2020

October	Transitioned to a holding company structure and changed company name to Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation

2021

June	Appointed an additional outside director (from two to three outside directors), increasing the ratio of outside directors to
one-third of the Board of Directors, and thereby diversifying its composition and strengthening its supervisory function

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors determines basic management policies, including key management indicators and medium- to
long-term management strategies. It also determines important matters regarding business execution and oversees the
execution of business by the representative director.

the effectiveness of Group compliance activities. RCCOs meet
once a year to share information on the progress of activities in
each region, to report any compliance violations and legal
actions, and to discuss the annual compliance plan in each region.
Global Strategy Review Committee
(Chairperson: Representative Director, President CEO)
The Global Strategy Review Committee meets regularly once
a year, or as needed, to deliberate and ensure that we bring
the Group’s comprehensive capabilities to bear on matters as
described below.

Advisory Committee on Appointments and Remuneration
(Chairperson: Independent Outside Director)
The Advisory Committee on Appointments and Remuneration
is consulted by and provides advice to the Board of Directors
on matters related to the selection of candidates for directors,
Audit & Supervisory Board members, and other appointments
as well as for the appointment and dismissal of the President
CEO and other executive officers. The committee also consults
and provides advice related to plans for fostering the next
generation of human resources and revising internal rules
regarding the remuneration of directors and executive officers.

• Review and update overall strategies related to global products,
technology development, and other Groupwide topics
• Consider appropriate resource allocation across the Group and
formulate budgets
• Formulate and manage the progress of Group management plans
• Confirm the status and determine policies regarding sustainability
and the environment for the Group
• Confirm the status and determine policies regarding security and
quality management for the Group

Audit & Supervisory Board
The Audit & Supervisory Board monitors the Company’s internal
control structure and status of operations. The board also conducts audits of everyday management activities, including those
carried out by the Board of Directors, through operational and
financial statement audits.

Global Risk Management Committee
(Chairperson: Representative Director, President CEO)
The Global Risk Management Committee meets regularly once
a year, or as needed, to deliberate matters as described below
for the improvement of risk management across the Group.
• Make decisions on major changes to important risk management
policies for the Group and other matters related to risk
management
• Submit a report for the current fiscal year regarding important risks
in each operating company and the response to said risks; report on
plans for the following fiscal year
• Deliberate the selection in response to important Groupwide risks
and formulate response plans for the following fiscal year
• Address other matters related to Group risk management deemed
necessary by the chairperson

Management Committee
Based on the Group’s basic policies as determined by the Board
of Directors, the Management Committee deliberates and
makes decisions on important matters related to the execution of duties by the Representative Director, President CEO.
Global Compliance Committee (Chairperson: CCO)
The purpose of the Global Compliance Committee is to ensure

At a meeting of the Board of Directors held in June 2021, we shared the direction we will take to strengthen the Group's overall capabilities under the new structure.
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Advisory Committee on Appointments and Remuneration 
internal rules regarding the compensation of directors and
executive officers. The committee consists of the Representative
Director, President CEO, the Chairman of the Board of Directors,
and three independent outside directors. At present, Akio
Yamada (independent outside director) chairs the committee.
This structure ensures independence from the parent company in
the selection of our management team as well as the transparency and objectivity of decisions made by the Board of Directors.

We established the Advisory Committee on Appointments and
Remuneration as a voluntary advisory body to be consulted
by and provide advice to the Board of Directors on matters
related to the selection of candidates for directors and Audit &
Supervisory Board members as well as to the appointment and
dismissal of the President CEO and other executive officers.
The committee also provides advice related to plans for fostering the next generation of human resources and revising

Audit & Supervisory Board 
The Audit & Supervisory Board conducts its activities in
accordance with audit policies and plans as determined by
the board on an annual basis (see the figure below).
The board strives to improve the effectiveness of audits
through close coordination with the Company’s internal audit
division and independent auditor. The board also engages
in the regular exchange of information and opinions with
outside directors.
We have established an independent office for the Audit &
Supervisory Board. This office is staffed with full-time employees who assist members of the board in their duties and
under their direction.

Scope of Audit

Outside Members

• Attendance at important internal meetings
(Board of Directors’ meetings, Management Committee
meetings, etc.)

3

• Interviews with directors, executive officers, and
other members of senior management
• Inspection of important decision-making documents, etc.
* All members serve as full-time members.

compensation packages, and (4) the formulation of management strategies and decisions regarding the execution of
important business operations. In addition to these topics,
the most recent questionnaire asked the opinion of directors
regarding which activities were effective or ineffective in relation to the Company’s transition to a holding company structure on October 1, 2020. We also asked which areas the
Board of Directors of the holding company should focus on
in future discussions and monitoring.

• Audits of domestic and overseas Group companies

Independent Outside Members: 2

NIPPON SANSO HOLDINGS CORPORATION

The questionnaire is
explained and
distributed to
directors at the
February Board of
Directors’ meeting.

Board members meet
in April to evaluate
the current status of
the effectiveness of
the Board of
Directors based on
opinions submitted
in the questionnaire.

Each director
completes the questionnaire and
submits it to the
chairman of the
Board of Directors.

The Board of
Directors discusses
issues and measures
for improvement.

Overview of Evaluation Results for FYE2021

Audit & Supervisory Board Structure

1

Our Principles of Corporate Governance stipulate that the
Board of Directors conducts an annual analysis and evaluation
of Board effectiveness, disclosing the results in a timely and
appropriate manner. We conduct this evaluation via questionnaires, which are distributed to each director. The questionnaire covers: (1) management supervision in general, (2) the
development of internal control systems, (3) the selection,
appointment, dismissal, and evaluation of the President CEO
and other members of the management team and respective
Evaluation Process

The Audit & Supervisory Board is an independent body
entrusted by the shareholders to audit the decision-making
process of directors and the state of business execution by
management. The board conducts its business in accordance
with applicable laws, regulations, the Company’s Articles of
Incorporation, and other rules.
The Audit & Supervisory Board consists of four full-time
members, including three outside members (two of whom are
independent outside members). Each member of the board
engages in audit activities from a neutral and objective perspective, bringing their expertise to the audit process. The
board conducts a detailed discussion of the results of its audit
activities, making recommendations as necessary, and striving
to ensure sound management.

Internal Members

Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the Board of Directors 
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(2) Initiatives conducted in response to the results
of our previous evaluation
• On October 1, 2020, we transitioned to a holding
company structure.
• In conjunction with this transition, we formulated the
Group Philosophy and the Group Vision.
• We created various policies forming the basis of Group
ESG initiatives.
• We established Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation as
an operating company in Japan and transferred our
domestic businesses to this company via a corporate
split. In this way, we created a clear division of
responsibility for the Gas Business in Japan segment.
• We nominated a female candidate for director to
encourage diversity in the Board of Directors. This
candidate was approved by the Ordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders held on June 18, 2021.

(1) Summary
As a result of the effectiveness evaluation, we confirmed
that the Board of Directors fulfilled its role as required.
However, in order to fulfill this role more appropriately
going forward, at a meeting held on May 14, 2021, the
Board of Directors made the decision to continue deliberations to address required topics for discussion and
monitoring as a Board of Directors of a holding company,
based on suggestions from the chairperson. The deliberations will be part of the formulation of our medium-term
management plan to be implemented in FYE2022. In
particular, many directors expressed an opinion regarding
the urgency of addressing carbon neutrality. In response,
we promptly formed a working group consisting of
Group company members from around the world to
begin discussions.

NIPPON SANSO HOLDINGS CORPORATION
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Global Strategy Review Committee 

Overview of Management Training 

The Global Strategy Review Committee meets to confirm the
details of operating company strategies and discuss optimal
resource allocation across the Group prior to the Nippon Sanso
Holdings’ budget resolutions for the upcoming fiscal year. The
meeting deliberates mainly on the direction of strategies and
action plans for the upcoming fiscal year, confirming whether
strategies are consistent with each other and whether resources

are being allocated in an optimal fashion. The Global Strategy
Review Committee establishes a shared understanding with the
Global Risk Management Committee, considering whether
resources should be invested from the perspective of risk management. Under this approach, the Global Strategy Review
Committee ensures that decisions about Group strategies
and risk management are made in an integrated manner.

Facing an even faster pace of global business, we offer ongoing management training programs to foster decision-making skills
reflecting the broad-based knowledge and insight required of our top managers. One example was a course titled, Business
Strategies and Future Projections for the Next 10 Years. We designed this course to enhance skills for responding to future uncertainties, fostering greater judgment capabilities for top management. Participants learned about the emergence of cutting-edge
technologies and the changes these technologies will bring about in society. The course also provided a framework for managers
to incorporate these emerging technologies in their own business strategies.
Date

Major Agenda Items of the Global Strategy Review Committee Meeting Held for FYE2021
(Basic Assumptions) Are assumptions regarding the economic and business environments (basis for forming strategies) appropriate?
(Consistency between Strategies and an Understanding of the Environments) Are strategies and action plans in line with the

Subject

Instructor

Target

Overseas Bribery Regulations

Hiromitsu Miyakawa,
Attorney, Jones Day

Sept. 2016

Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board
Members, Executive Officers

Standards of Conduct as a Global Company
and Overseas Antitrust Laws

Akio Yamada,
Outside Director

Apr. 2017

Insider Trading Regulations

Takeshi Hosaka, General Manager,
Compliance Training Center,
Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board
Trade Review Department,
Members, Executive Officers
Japan Exchange Group

Nov. 2017

Legal Responsibilities of Directors and
Audit & Supervisory Board Members: Knowledge of
Compliance and Required Regulations

Hiroshi Chiba, Attorney,
Chiba Sogo Law Firm

Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board
Members, Executive Officers

Mar. 2018

Work-Style Reform

Takehiko Ebata, Attorney,
Ishizaki & Yamanaka

Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board
Members, Executive Officers

Nov. 2018

Case Studies on Corporate Scandals and
Risk Management

Professor Hitoshi Takahashi,
Dokkyo University

Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board
Members, Executive Officers

Mar. 2019

Business Strategies and Future Projections
for the Next 10 Years

Makoto Kawase,
MK and Associates

Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board
Members, Executive Officers, Others

Nov. 2019

Key Points of the SDGs (ESG) and
Strategic Utilization and Engagement

Koichi Yokota,
Project Professor, Keio University

Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board
Members, Executive Officers

Nov. 2020

Legal Obligations, Responsibilities, and Litigation
Risks of Directors and Officers in Connection with
Information Security and Mandated Internal Systems

Hiroyasu Kageshima,
Attorney, Ushijima & Partners

Directors, Audit &
Supervisory Board Members
(conducted via Zoom)

Mar. 2021

Human Rights Goals of the SDGs and
Case Studies of Initiatives

Koichi Yokota,
Project Professor, Keio University

Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board
Members, Executive Officers
(conducted via Zoom)

environmental recognition above?
(Consistency with Group Strategy) Are the strategies sufficiently consistent with each other?
(Resource Investments) Are the resource investments under consideration sufficient to achieve stated goals?
(Consistency with Social Issues) Do the strategies and actions under consideration contribute to resolving social issues?

Relationship with the Parent Company 
We concluded a basic agreement with our parent company,
Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation (MCHC), on
May 13, 2014. Under this agreement, MCHC committed to
respecting our autonomy, supporting and cooperating with us
under the MCHC Group Management Regulations. In turn,
we conduct all business functions independently, including
management, finance, sales, and R&D.
In situations where the interests of the parent company
conflict with shareholders other than shareholders of the
parent company, the directors of Nippon Sanso Holdings act
to avoid harm to the interests of the shareholders other than
the shareholders of the parent company. We have appointed
three independent outside directors and two full-time independent outside Audit & Supervisory Board members. These
individuals oversee the Company to ensure there are no

conflicts of interest between the parent company and shareholders other than shareholders of the parent company.
Furthermore, we have established the Advisory Committee on
Appointments and Remuneration as a voluntary advisory
body. This committee advises the Board of Directors on the
selection of candidates for directors and Audit & Supervisory
Board members as well as the appointment and dismissal of
the President CEO and other executive officers. In this way,
the committee ensures independence from the parent company in the selection of a management team. While parent
company MCHC is a pure holding company, the Nippon
Sanso Holdings Group and Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation,
the main operating company of the MCHC Group, engage in
transactions, totaling ¥5,330 million in FYE2021.

Fostering the Next Generation of Management Personnel 
We recognize that fostering the next generation of management
personnel is an important issue in our Group governance
structure. The Advisory Committee on Appointments and
Remuneration has been discussing a development plan for
our next generation of managers. Part of these discussions
concerns the qualities required of the next generation of
management and policies for training. As the Nippon Sanso
Holdings Group expands globally, we must develop human
resources who are familiar with not only Japanese business
but also overseas business. Given this global perspective on
management, we selected Toshihiko Hamada as President
CEO in June 2021 due in part to his extensive experience in
NIPPON SANSO HOLDINGS CORPORATION

overseas operations. We will continue to accelerate our
efforts in global human resources development.
We are aware of the small number of female managers in
our European operations, and we have implemented an active
succession program for women to resolve this issue. In October
2020, each of the 15 participants in this 18-month program
was assigned a member of management, including the
President CEO, as a mentor. Top managers offer their mentees
the benefit of experience, advice on overcoming challenges,
and more. The program is designed to develop the next generation of managers, and we intend to introduce the program
to other regions based on our success in Europe.
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Risk Management 

Compliance 

To respond appropriately to various risks that emerge as we
expand our global business, we recognize risks related to
business continuity, as well as general risks that affect corporate growth and our ability to execute business strategy. We
then strive to mitigate these risks.
On October 1, 2020, we transitioned to a holding company
structure and established a new Global Risk Management
Committee (chairperson: Representative Director,
President CEO) to manage risk for the Group. This committee
works closely with the Global Strategy Review Committee,
meeting once a year and on an as-needed basis to perform
comprehensive risk management addressing the management

and business activities of each operating company. The Global
Risk Management Committee meeting held in February 2021
discussed information about the risks recognized for each operating company and the plan–do–check–act (PDCA) cycle
enacted to address these risks. The discussion was motivated by
a recognition of the need to identify risks and take action based
on forward-looking decisions. In this way, we ensure that the
Group will execute the business strategies developed by the
Global Strategy Review Committee. In preparation for the next
meeting, scheduled in February 2022, we are examining ways
to develop an ideal risk management system for the Group.

Risks

Major Initiatives

Overseas
Expansion

• Impact on business activities, operating results, and financial position due to market trends, politics,
economics, customs, religion, terrorism, large-scale disasters, and other factors in the countries and
regions where we operate
Capital
• Decline in utilization rates or the need for all/part of Company facilities due to a slowdown in
Investment
operations among major customers caused by changes in industrial structure or demand trends or
due to consolidation, elimination, or transfer of production bases overseas
• Losses on disposal of equipment and other losses not covered by contractual compensation
Manufacturing
• Significant rise in electricity costs, which account for a large part of manufacturing costs for mainstay
Costs
products, due to factors such as soaring oil and LNG prices as well as exchange rate fluctuations
• Impact of shifts to renewable energy in the electricity markets, particularly in Europe
Laws and
• Costs related to unexpected changes in laws and regulations, new laws and regulations, and
Regulations
administrative guidance in overseas locations
• Decline in exports of products and services to certain countries due to tightened export regulations
caused by changes in international conditions
Securing Human • Impact on business activities and operating results in the event the Company is unable to secure the
Resources
human resources necessary for maintaining and expanding business activities as planned due to
changes in the employment situation or labor supply and demand
Technological
• Missing market launch windows due to major changes in relevant market conditions
Development
• Decline in the competitiveness of Group products due to new technologies, new products, or
alternative products launched by other companies
• Risk of failure to collaborate in industry–government–academia projects or in joint development
initiatives with other companies
Intellectual
• Potential that intellectual property rights are not sufficient to protect technologies and products
Property
• Infringement or unauthorized use of Group intellectual property rights by third parties
Product Safety
and Security

• Loss of customer trust due to defects, poor quality, or malfunctions
• Impact on operating results and financial position due to payments in compensation
for damages, etc.

Fluctuations in
Exchange and
Interest Rates

• Impact on operating results and financial position due to dramatic fluctuations in exchange rates
• Impact on operating results and financial position due to interest rate fluctuations

Capital
Relationship
with Mitsubishi
Chemical
Holdings
Goodwill and
Intangible
Assets

• Significant impact to the Group’s business management, performance, and financial position in
the event that the capital relationship with Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation changes in
the future

Large-Scale
Natural
Disasters, Etc.

• Significant damage to business locations due to earthquakes or other natural disasters
• Impact on business activities and operating results due to major accidents, major outbreaks of
diseases, or other unforeseen circumstances, including human factors
• Damage to corporate value and loss of social credibility in the event of an information leak due to
unforeseen circumstances
• Compensation payments to customers and other related parties affected by the leak and loss of
market competitiveness
• Impact on the operating results of the industrial gases business, which emits large amounts of GHG
indirectly, in connection with new gas emission regulations in countries where we conduct business
• Impact on manufacturing sites due to increased natural disasters caused by climate change and
shortage of water resources resulting from drought
• Increased electricity used in the raw air compressors of air separation equipment due to higher
power load caused by rises in average global temperatures
• Impact on operating results and financial position due to fewer shipments and decreased use of
industrial gases as the spread of vaccine-resistant variant strains slows the global economy again

Information
Management

Climate Change
and Other
Environmental
Issues

Impact of
COVID-19

• Impact on the Group’s business performance and financial position in the event that recoverable
amounts decrease significantly causing impairment losses
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•G
 ive due consideration to changes in the business environment and expected profitability
in countries and regions overseas when making decisions regarding capital investment and
M&A overseas
•G
 ive due consideration to expected profitability and changes in the business environment when
making decisions regarding capital investment
• Identify customer and market environment changes, considering risks and appropriate risk
mitigation measures
• Incorporate costs into prices based on customer relationships and engage in other means to avoid
difficulties in Group business continuity due to manufacturing cost fluctuations
• Implement measures (employee training, etc.) to prevent legal and regulatory violations and
ensure compliance with laws and regulations in countries where we conduct business
• E stablish and operate an export control system and provide detailed employee education on
export regulations
• Establish a system to secure human resources necessary for maintaining and expanding business activities
•D
 esign and operate appropriate human resources-related systems, including recruitment, training,
and compensation
• E ngage in R&D based on the Stage-Gate* model to commercialize projects and generate profits
• F ocus on strengthening collaboration in industry–government–academia projects and in joint
development initiatives with other companies
* A methodology for narrowing down a large number of product and technology development
candidates in an efficient manner
• E stablish a system to protect intellectual property necessary for maintaining and expanding
business activities
• S urvey and monitor intellectual property rights of third parties
• E ngage in appropriate management of risks arising from products handled by the Group,
including safety and quality control
• P rovide technical training to personnel engaged in the manufacture and supply of products to
ensure appropriate management
• F ocus on avoiding exchange rate fluctuation risks for transactions denominated in foreign
currencies by means of forward exchange contracts, etc.
•C
 onsider future interest rate fluctuation risks before procuring funds necessary for capital
investment and M&A through loans from external sources
• The Group recognizes that there is currently no policy to increase or decrease the
shareholding ratio.

•C
 onduct impairment testing each period to measure goodwill and intangible assets with indefinite
useful lives
• If environmental changes mean that the initial investment recovery can no longer be expected,
apply appropriate accounting treatment as necessary
• E stablish an information collection system based on BCPs, and ensure the continuation of core
businesses and a rapid return to normal operations in the event of an emergency
• E stablish an appropriate information management system to protect important Group business
information, including personal information
• P rovide ongoing education to employees on information security and related issues
• P ursue Companywide environmental management and endorse the recommendations of the TCFD
• S urvey trends related to GHG emission regulations and other statutes in countries where we
conduct business; consider and implement appropriate response measures

In accordance with the basic compliance policy established for
the Group, we appointed a chief compliance officer (CCO) for
the Company and regional chief compliance officers (RCCOs)
in every region overseas. The CCO conducts training in line
with compliance risks in Japan and overseas, clarifying rules
for responding to compliance violations and communicating
these rules to all Group companies. The CCO and RCCOs
have the authority to instruct and oversee compliance activities, striving to improve and gain support for compliance
across the Group.
In addition, we conduct compliance education on an ongoing basis and at all employee levels. Taiyo Nippon Sanso holds
annual organization-specific training programs for employees
to learn the essentials of compliance, anti-monopoly laws,
and anti-harassment laws. These training programs are also
designed to instill in our employees an awareness and desire
to improve compliance. One unique feature of this training is

that it is conducted by compliance staff in each division,
branch, and major subsidiary. This framework allows us to
communicate and convey the implications and importance
of compliance from a perspective closer to the front lines of
our businesses. In light of the change in work styles due to
COVID-19, we conducted training via online technology and
video broadcasts throughout FYE2021. In this way, we are
raising compliance awareness in the most time-sensitive and
efficient manner possible.
RCCOs are leading our operations in Southeast Asia, working closely with Group company compliance staff. Under this
system, each country in the region selects and implements its
own education and training program based on risk assessments related to compliance. At the same time, Group companies in the region observe a joint Compliance Development
Week (CDW), striving for consistency in regional compliance.

Comment from the CCO

Creating an open workplace environment is essential
for encouraging compliance.
Kazuyuki Futamata M
 anaging Executive Officer, Chief Compliance Officer (CCO),
(Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation Group CCO), with responsibility for groupwide internal control

Another important initiative is creating an open workplace
culture. Compliance requires a workplace environment in
which employees feel comfortable discussing concerns with
their supervisors and others. Our goal is to foster a culture of
openness throughout the Group, encouraging employees to
raise concerns with each other, even in areas not related to
their own job or workplace. The role of management in the
workplace is the key to achieving this type of culture. We will
continue to improve the skills of our managers from this perspective of compliance.

We understand that compliance is one of our most important
management issues. The Nippon Sanso Holdings Group does
not consider compliance to be the simple observance of laws
and regulations; rather, we believe in compliance in an even
broader sense that encompasses customer contracts and
agreements with local communities, internal company rules,
corporate ethics, and compliance with social norms.
To ensure this kind of compliance, we engage in a number
of measures as already mentioned. However, the most
important measure we take is education. The RCCOs of
each operating company drive effective training based on
the situation in each region, using online and other channels
to ensure ongoing and regular training for every employee
in the Group.

• E ngage in efforts to prevent infection among personnel in manufacturing, supply, and sales
•G
 ather information on supplier production plans and demand trends
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Roundtable
Discussion (4)
対談

Appointment of new president and the Company’s
first female outside director

Akio Yamada
Outside Director

Mitsuhiro Katsumaru
Outside Director

Miri Hara
Outside Director

The Role of Outside Directors
in Encouraging Officers and
Employees Striving to Solve Issues
In June 2021, our new president, Toshihiko Hamada, was appointed. We also added our first
female outside director and established the position of Chairman of the Board of Directors.
What issues need to be addressed regarding the operation of this new management
framework for the Nippon Sanso Holdings Group? In this section, our three outside

part of our new management structure, last year Kenji Nagata
was appointed president of Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation,
our operating company for the Gas Business in Japan.
President Nagata has an extensive knowledge of all fields
connected to industrial gases and an extremely ambitious vision.
He has led the organization proactively since his appointment.
KATSUMARU To decide on the successor to former President
		
Ichihara, the Advisory Committee on Appointments and
Remuneration had numerous discussions over several years.
What kind of person is suitable for leading the Group as a
global organization? We felt the criteria for the ideal person
would be someone with the ability to properly maintain the
expanded global structure and continue to develop it, and
someone with the requisite ambition, vitality, and drive.
After considering various people, the committee judged that
Director Hamada would be the most suitable. He has more
than 10 years of experience working in the United States and
has a close relationship with director of the Company and
Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. Chairman and CEO Thomas Scott
Kallman. He also has an international sensitivity that enables
him to work well with director of the Company and Nippon
Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U. Chairman and President Eduardo
Gil Elejoste. We also expect him to work closely on the challenges facing our core Gas Business in Japan with President
Nagata of Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation.
YAMADA
		
Right now we are formulating the medium-term
management plan under the structure with our new president, Mr. Hamada. Furthermore, with his abundant management experience, former President Ichihara has been appointed
Chairman of the Board of Directors and is expected to provide
direction on governance in general and play a role in setting
the holding company structure on a stable path.
KATSUMARU Mr. Ichihara himself said that he wanted to
		
step down sooner. However, at the same time the major
business acquisition projects in the United States and Europe,
and the global COVID-19 pandemic occurred. With the economies of Japan and countries around the world currently
stalled, we now need to organize our industrial gases
businesses in our four geographic hubs and the Thermos
Business. We also have to take action on new issues, such as
carbon neutrality. To navigate successfully through this phase,
we asked former President Ichihara to remain with the
Company as Chairman of the Board of Directors and to lend
a hand from a position of experience until President Hamada
has established a firm footing.

KATSUMARU In 2021, there were two major topics related to
		
our management structure. The first is the appointment of
Toshihiko Hamada as the new president. The second is having
Miri Hara join our management team as an outside director.
We have had numerous discussions on appointing women
to the Board of Directors, and have met with quite a few
candidates. To say that anyone would do as long as they
were female would be to get our priorities backwards, and
it was rather difficult to find someone we believed to be
suitable. With that said, we have now been able to welcome
Ms. Hara as the Company’s first female outside director,
resolving an issue that has been a concern for the past few
years. I look forward to hearing advice from a female
perspective going forward.
		 HARA
Thank you for inviting me aboard. After graduating from university, I joined a real estate management company operated by my family. It was an environment that
afforded me no contact whatsoever with the front lines of
manufacturing, such as factories. Subsequently, I married and
started a family, and once my children reached a certain age I
acquired my tax accountant’s qualification and opened a tax
accounting office in Yokohama. Through this connection, in
2020 I was appointed as an outside director of a listed company. I was the first female director at that company as well.
At the time, I felt that my role was to embody diversity, and at
Nippon Sanso Holdings I believe that my role will be similar,
promoting diversity and gender equality. As a corporate
group operating a global network of four geographic hubs
and the Thermos Business, the Company must develop the
ability to appoint proper female executives going forward.
I hope that I can offer some assistance in this regard.
KATSUMARU At this point, I would like to mention the perfor		
mance record of our former president, Yujiro Ichihara. Mr.
Ichihara was president for seven years, and has now been
succeeded by Mr. Hamada our new president. During Mr.
Ichihara’s tenure we conducted major business acquisitions in
the United States and Europe, and Nippon Sanso Holdings
grew into a global company—a significant achievement.
YAMADA
		
I think that former President Ichihara’s achievements are significant, as you say. He chose the path of
geographic expansion to grow the Company. He also made
the extremely bold management decision to acquire the business that was ordered to be split off by the authorities as a
condition for the merger of Linde and Praxair. In addition, as

directors talk about issues ranging from carbon neutrality to work styles for women.
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Promoting governance, Group synergies, and better
management efficiency for the holding company

achievement of post-integration synergies and their results?
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Board of Directors’ meetings
have been held online. This has allowed us to listen directly to
updates from our top managers at overseas operations, as
well as ask questions and exchange opinions with them to
gain a better understanding of one another. We have also
made progress in delegating authority, allowing each region
to operate flexibly, including making investments. Don’t you
think this has increased the speed of management? Also,
I believe that there have been synergies between the Global
Strategy Review Committee and the Global Risk Management
Committee, and that global sharing of best practices and risk
issues has widened our activities for increasing productivity
and avoiding risk.
KATSUMARU The Global Strategy Review Committee and
		
Global Risk Management Committee meetings are also held
with the Company’s top managers in Japan, the United
States, and Europe, along with other relevant personnel.
This year, both meetings were held in February. At the Global
Strategy Review Committee meeting, each operating company’s strategies for business, investment, sustainability,
development, and so forth were reported and discussed.
This is an important meeting for the holding company in
determining its basic policies. The report this year from
Europe at the Global Risk Management Committee meeting
was particularly striking. The meeting participants were all
very impressed at how advanced Europe is in terms of its
governance structure and its risk management methods and
initiatives. The Company has acquired experience in Japan
and North America, but it has only just begun operating in
Europe. So, the experience and knowledge of Europe are new
to the Company, and there is much to learn. I think that postintegration synergies will emerge in various forms like this
going forward.
YAMADA
		
Next, turning to medium- and long-term issues,
let’s talk about how the Company will approach the realization of a carbon-neutral society by 2050. In the area of hydrogen, which is drawing attention as a substitute for fossil fuels,
the Company has developed and sold packaged hydrogen
stations for FCVs. In relation to industrial gas supplies, the
Company has also had some achievement, such as providing
technologies that enhance combustion efficiency for users.
KATSUMARU The use of hydrogen is certainly going to be a
		
major topic for the world going forward. The Group’s acquisition of the HyCO business will deepen its involvement with
hydrogen through the business not only in the United States
but more widely in other areas as well. As an industrial gases
company, I think that we will need to engage with hydrogen,
including hydrogen stations. Right now, we are still at the

YAMADA
		
Ms. Hara, you have attended two Board of
Directors’ meetings since your appointment. What was
your impression?
		 HARA
Everyone spoke out without reserve, and I
thought that it was functioning properly as a Board of
Directors.
KATSUMARU Mr. Yamada and I came on board six years ago,
		
when the Company was Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation.
Japan’s Corporate Governance Code had just been issued,
and employees at the time were faithfully and steadily implementing it. Now, the Company has implemented the Code as
well as any other company. In 2021, the Code was revised,
but having steadily implemented it for these past few years
I am sure the Company will overcome any new challenges.
In this area, I believe that outside directors have an extremely
large role to play. I think that our role is to encourage employees to try even harder as they earnestly strive to implement
the Code.
YAMADA
		
I also think that the Company has made huge
strides in the area of corporate governance. After starting the
holding company structure, the Company quickly formed a
global team for drafting the Group Philosophy, Group Vision,
and Policy, and created them through a process of sincere
discussion among the Board of Directors. I would like to see
the Company work to promote awareness of these throughout the Group, while flexibly revising them where needed
even after their formulation.
I agree with you about the role and responsibilities of outside directors. Also, one of the issues related to governance
that has been pointed out previously is the issue relating to
listed subsidiaries.
KATSUMARU The Company is a consolidated subsidiary of
		
Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation, which is the
parent company of the Nippon Sanso Holdings Group, as
it is the controlling shareholder. In this case, where both the
parent and subsidiary are listed companies, the protection
of minority interests becomes an issue. However, Mitsubishi
Chemical Holdings and the Company have an agreement that
the Company’s autonomy over corporate governance is to be
respected. Furthermore, there is a systematic guarantee due
to the independence of the outside directors. In this regard,
the three of us realize that we have an important role to play.
YAMADA
		
Some kind of directive may be issued later based
on the revised guidelines from the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
If that happens, we will discuss it and respond as necessary.
Changing the subject, what are your thoughts on the
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stage where serious internal discussions have just started,
but I believe that the Company’s accumulated technological
capabilities will enable it to produce results.
YAMADA
		
There is also some discussion, including among
ourselves, about the Company’s response to ESG for promoting sustainable growth. The next medium-term management
plan, which is currently being formulated, will include more
details about this. I am anxious to see what kind of business
opportunities there are for hydrogen energy, and whether it
will succeed as a business that can contribute to society.
Moreover, it has been some time since the “Fourth
Industrial Revolution” was heralded, but I think that DX is
extremely important. It seems that the COVID-19 pandemic
has really changed the nature of society. Industrial gases
are dangerous if mishandled, and DX enables us to operate
and manage them safely and stably from a remote location.
I would also like to see the entire Group engage in DX with
a view to increasing the efficiency of its production and logistics operations.
KATSUMARU This is not really an issue, per se, but from a
		
sustainability perspective I think that Thermos K.K. is an
extremely important company for the Group. The industrial
gases business is a B2B business, so even if the business activities are sustainable they don’t really make an impression
on ordinary people. By contrast, the Thermos brand has an
extremely healthy and sustainable image. At a recent Board of
Directors’ meeting, we were saying we should stop providing
PET bottles for every seat and just have everyone use their
own Thermos. If we did this, it would raise awareness within
the Group itself. There is no doubt that PET bottles will disappear eventually. At this time, it is important for Thermos to
project a sustainable image, as I believe it is an important
brand for lifting the image of the Group overall.

One employee in her 50s stated that long ago some places
were considered to be “men’s workplaces,” whereas nowadays there has been a real increase in women in terms of
recruitment. One really commendable thing I heard was that
while in the past the work of career track, general track, and
temporary employees was separated, now even temporary
employees are encouraged to offer their opinions, which may
also be reflected in operations. I also heard some women say
that even if you take maternity leave, your place is reserved
and that you can start working right away on your return,
and that the Company is comfortable to work in. Some of the
employees commented that given the opportunity they would
like to ascend further up the career ladder and become
officers.
KATSUMARU The Advisory Committee on Appointments and
		
Remuneration has also discussed this. For example, if we
were to more strongly adopt a system based more on ability,
we may need to completely review the promotion system.
Under a personnel policy like that, we would elevate talented
female employees. I think this is the kind of system that we
should have. Now that the Company has acquired companies
in the United States and Europe, I have come to feel that
Japan’s productivity is low. This is not to say that Taiyo Nippon
Sanso Corporation is performing poorly, or anything like that,
just that Japan itself probably has an inefficient system. I think
that a radical overhaul of employee compensation and the
evaluation system, and a more proactive effort to incorporate
ability-based evaluations, would improve productivity. In the
process of radically revising the personnel evaluation and
promotion systems to make them more efficient, promoting
a group of women all at once could be an option.
YAMADA
		
Once you have had the time to better grasp the
situation, I hope you will help us to resolve these issues.
Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the Group’s business has
been described as an “essential business.” For example,
Nippon Megacare Corporation and IMI Co., Ltd. are subsidiaries that sell medical gases and ventilators, and during the
pandemic they have kept up an uninterrupted supply of medical oxygen and so forth to medical institutions. Moreover,
industrial gases are supplied as essential inputs for all kind
of industries, supporting many industries’ economic activities.
At the annual General Meeting of Shareholders, several
people expressed the opinion that the Group should use
innovative public relations to communicate to the public and
shareholders about the status and importance of its business
activities in a way that is easy to understand.
		 HARA
I hope to gain a deeper understanding of industrial gases as an essential business, and to contribute to the
further development of the Group.

Aiming to be a workplace where women can
participate actively
KATSUMARU I would like to ask Ms. Hara about the work style
		
of women. I think this is a theme that you will come up again
as a director going forward.
		 HARA
The issues are not yet clear to me since I have
only just started here. But the other day I held a Zoom meeting with female employees. They were at different life stages,
in their 20s, 40s, 50s, and some were corporate officers. They
had various career backgrounds; some had joined as general
employees while others had started as temporary staff and
then become regular employees. It was an extremely valuable
experience. They commented that the gap between men and
women has been definitely decreasing compared to the past.
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Members of the Board of Directors and Audit & Supervisory Board Members

Members of the Board of Directors 
Number of shares owned:
5,500 shares
Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings:
8 of 8 meetings

June
June
June
June
June

Committee assignments:
Advisory Committee on Appointments
and Remuneration,
Management Committee,
Global Strategy Review Committee,
Global Risk Management Committee

Toshihiko Hamada
Representative Director, President CEO

April
July
October
April
January

Number of shares owned:
0 shares

1981 Joined the Company
2002 Executive vice president responsible for Specialty Gas Technology, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.
2005 Deputy general manager of Semiconductor Gas Section of Electronics Division, the Company
2006 General manager of Semiconductor Gas Section of Electronics Division, the Company
2010	Subordinate directly to general manager of Electronics Division and general manager of Business Strategy Promotion
Section, the Company
2014 Managing director, Nissan TANAKA Corporation
2016 Senior managing director, Nissan TANAKA Corporation
2017 President and representative director, Nissan TANAKA Corporation
2020 Director, executive vice president of the Company (Aide to the President)
2021 Representative Director, President CEO (current)

I joined the Company in 1981, along with many of my peers in senior management. I began my career in planning and sales at our
specialty gas business. I also have some experience in the electronics-related business; but my background is chemical engineering, so
I am very familiar with nitrogen generators as well as fusion welding equipment. I worked at Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. on two separate
occasions for nearly 14 years in total, and I have been to 44 of the U.S. states for either business or pleasure. I enjoy exercise, particularly
swimming and hiking. More recently, however, I have been spending time in my vegetable garden and caring for my bonsai trees.
I do not ascribe to any lofty mottoes, but I try to take responsibility for anything that happens to me, good or bad. I also try to
practice mindfulness in observing what happens around me.

Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings:
10 of 11 meetings
Committee assignments:
Global Strategy Review Committee,
Global Risk Management Committee

Thomas Scott Kallman
Member of the Board,
Chairman and CEO, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc

April
June

Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings:
11 of 11 meetings

June

Committee assignments:
Advisory Committee on Appointments
and Remuneration,
Global Strategy Review Committee,
Global Risk Management Committee

Yujiro Ichihara
Member of the Board,
Chairman of the Board of Directors

June
April
June
June
June
June

I joined the Company in 1974, transferring to Singapore in my seventh year. At that time, the Company had just made inroads into
overseas markets, and I was responsible for developing industrial gas customers in six ASEAN countries. After returning to Japan,
I worked for a long time in finance and corporate planning. In addition to my experiences overseas early in my career, I had many
opportunities to support corporate management at different times and in various aspects. Looking back now, I think those experiences
helped me develop a manager’s perspective and eye for the big picture. A motto I keep in mind is “always be positive.” Stick to the
basics and be bold when the situation demands.

Number of shares owned:
11,000 shares

Committee assignments:
Global Strategy Review Committee,
Global Risk Management Committee

Member of the Board,
Representative Director and President,
Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation

Committee assignments:
Global Strategy Review Committee,
Global Risk Management Committee

Eduardo Gil Elejoste
Member of the Board,
Chairman and President,
Nippon Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U.

1981 Joined the Company
2013 Executive officer, general manager of North Kanto Branch
2016	Executive officer, deputy general manager of Industrial Gases Division, general manager of Gases Business Unit,
and general manager of Product Management Unit
June
2016	Senior executive officer, deputy general manager of Industrial Gases Division, general manager of Gases Business
Unit, and general manager of Product Management Unit
April
2017 Senior executive officer, and general manager of Industrial Gases Division
June
2018 Senior managing executive officer, director, and general manager of Industrial Gases Division
October 2020 Director of the Company, and president of Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation (current)

I joined the Company in 1981. Coincidentally, Mr. Hamada, Mr. Kallman, Mr. Elejoste, and I all entered the industry in the same year.
Since joining, I have worked in two locations, Tokyo and Singapore. My responsibilities covered plant manufacturing, logistics,
corporate planning, business planning, gas sales, and management of Group companies. Through my career, I have experienced almost
every aspect of the industrial gases business. While I rely on my experience, I do not believe I am bound by it. I always look forward to
new plans and challenges.
My motto is “happiness requires earnestness,” which I interpret to mean you must always keep a goal foremost in mind if you are
to achieve it.
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Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings:
10 of 11 meetings

April
June
April

Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings:
11 of 11 meetings

Kenji Nagata

June
June

1974 Joined the Company
2005	Executive officer, deputy general manager of Business Planning Division and General Affairs Division, and manager
of Secretary’s Office and Corporate Audit Office
2008	Senior executive officer and general manager of General Affairs Division, with responsibility for Companywide
internal control
2010 Managing director and general manager of General Affairs Division, with responsibility for Companywide internal control
2012	Senior managing director and general manager of Corporate Administration Division, with responsibility for
Companywide internal control
2013	Executive vice president, director, and general manager of Corporate Administration Division, with responsibility for
Companywide internal control
2014	Executive vice president and director, with responsibility for Corporate Administration Division and Corporate
Planning & Global Operations Division
2014 Representative Director, President CEO
2015 Representative Director, President CEO
2018 Representative Director, President CEO
2021 Chairman of the Board of Directors (current)
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Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings:
11 of 11 meetings
Committee assignment:
Advisory Committee on Appointments
and Remuneration

Member of the Board
(Outside Director)

Joined BOC Group, plc
Vice president, general manager responsible for Eastern Region, BOC Group, plc
Executive vice president responsible for Industrial Gas Group, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.
Senior executive vice president and COO, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.
President and COO, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.
President and CEO, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc
Chairman, President, and CEO, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.
Chairman and CEO, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. (current)
Director of the Company (current)

April
1981
January
1992
September 1996
January
2000
October 2004
January
2006
April
2008
		
December 2016
December 2018
June
2019

Joined Argon S.A.
Director of Marketing, responsible for Spain and Portugal, Argon S.A.
Director of Business Development, responsible for Europe, Praxair España, S.L.
Director of Marketing, responsible for Europe, Praxair Euroholding S.L.
CEO, Germany, Praxair Euroholding S.L.
CEO, Germany and Benelux, Praxair Euroholding S.L.
CEO, Praxair España S.L. (now Nippon Gases Espana S.L.U.);
CEO, Praxair Portugal S.A.
President, Praxair Euroholding S.L.
Chairman and President, TNSC Euro-Holding S.L.U. (now Nippon Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U.) (current)
Director of the Company (current)

I joined the Company in 1981 with a mechanical engineering degree. My career developed in various sales and marketing assignments
with increasing responsibilities. In the year 2000, I was appointed Marketing Director of Europe and, after the acquisition of the German
business in 2004, I was appointed Managing Director Germany and, in 2006, Managing Director Germany and Benelux. In 2008, I was
appointed Managing Director Spain and Portugal and at the end of 2016 President of Europe. I was assigned an active role in the
divestiture process of the company during the Linde–Praxair merger. After the successful acquisition through the, then, TNSC group,
I was offered the possibility to continue to lead the European business, which I accepted with great enthusiasm and motivation.
I am an avid learner and like to spend time on leadership. A leader needs to believe that people excellence is the foundation of
everything else, safety, compliance, environmental consciousness, customer focus, and financial results. As a consequence, we will
establish a strong performance and results culture to thoroughly upgrade the quality of the teams, a thorough differentiation process
that distinguishes the top performers from the medium performers and the low performers, and will take different actions toward the
different groups. A leader has the right balance of strategic thinker and tactical executioner, being able to think ahead or way ahead
and, at the same time, delivers monthly and quarterly results.

Number of shares owned:
800 shares

Akio Yamada

1981
2000
2005
2008
2009
2013
2017
2019
2019

Matheson Tri-Gas (MTG) gave me the opportunity to join their Team in January 2005 as the Executive Vice President of the Industrial
Gas Group. My previous assignments within the industrial gas industry included both industrial and electronic and specialty gas sales,
on-site plant sales, sales and operations management, and a role as Vice President of a major industrial gas business unit. This combination of broad sales and operations experience has proven to be a solid foundation for overseeing the MTG portfolio of industrial and
electronics gas businesses. Having managed these functions at the ground level and higher has provided me the insights into critical
aspects of our operations, which is important to ensure the Safety, Quality, Compliance, Sustainability, and Profitable Growth of the
business. Though sometimes challenging, I subscribe to the motto of “focus on what really matters and what you can control.”

Number of shares owned:
0 shares
Number of shares owned:
83,100 shares

July
January
January
January
June
January
June
April
June

April
June
December
April
June
March
June
June
March

1967
2000
2003
2009
2010
2014
2014
2015
2018

Joined General Secretariat of Japan Fair Trade Commission
Secretary general, Japan Fair Trade Commission
Commissioner, Japan Fair Trade Commission
Senior advisor to Jones Day
Audit & Supervisory Board member, Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd.
Audit & Supervisory Board member, Yokohama Rubber Co., Ltd.
Director, Watahan & Co., Ltd.
Outside director of the Company (current)
Chairman, Fair Trade Institute (current)

Most people have the impression that the Japan Fair Trade Commission is a government agency that engages in anti-cartel controls.
However, the institute is actually an economic agency that conducts a wide range of operations, including examinations of business
combinations, surveys of business and economic conditions, and reviews of consumer transactions. In my work at the commission,
as well as experience in those areas at the commission, I also have considerable experience in external affairs, working at the OECD
Delegation in Paris and negotiating structural issues between Japan and the United States. Since retiring from the commission, I have
served as a visiting professor in the graduate schools of Kyoto University and Doshisha University, as an outside Audit & Supervisory
Board member and outside director for several companies, and as an advisor to several law firms. My motto is “fairness is key in all things.”
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Members of the Board of Directors 

Audit & Supervisory Board Members 

Number of shares owned:
500 shares
Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings:
11 of 11 meetings
Committee assignment:
Advisory Committee on Appointments
and Remuneration

April
July
April
December
June
July
October
June
March

1978
1989
2005
2010
2012
2014
2014
2015
2017

Appointed as a public prosecutor assigned to Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office
First secretary of Embassy of Japan in Germany
Assistant vice minister, Ministry of Justice (responsible for general policy integration)
Superintending prosecutor, Takamatsu High Public Prosecutors Office
Superintending prosecutor, Hiroshima High Public Prosecutors Office
Resigned from superintending prosecutor position
Registered as an attorney
Outside director of the Company (current)
Director of Shimano Inc. (current)

After working for 37 years as a prosecutor at the Ministry of Justice and the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office, I registered as a
private attorney. While the deceased victims of violence or accidents cannot talk to us directly, we can hear their voices of regret when
we listen to the survivors and make a calm study of various evidence at hand. When I served as a prosecutor, my motto was “listen to
the deceased.” I believe that striving to listen carefully to the voices hidden below the surface from the perspectives of fairness and
impartiality will help companies maintain governance and ensure compliance.

Mitsuhiro Katsumaru
Member of the Board
(Outside Director)

Number of shares owned:
0 shares

June
October
June
June

Committee assignment:
Advisory Committee on Appointments
and Remuneration

1988
2017
2020
2021

Director, Hara Estate K.K. (current)
Founder and partner, Tax Corporation Yokohama Benten Accounting, Inc. (current)
Outside director, SECOM Co., Ltd. (current)
Outside director of the Company (current)

I majored in management accounting at university. After marrying and raising my children, I became a licensed tax accountant and
started my own tax consulting firm. I am also proud to say that I was the first-ever female director at a publicly traded company. Today,
I am the first-ever female director at Nippon Sanso Holdings, and I hope to help the Company from the female perspective.
My motto is “do your best and let nature take its course.” My hobbies are playing golf and watching theater.

Junzo Tai

Masahiro Osada

Audit & Supervisory Board member

Audit & Supervisory Board member
(Outside Auditor)

Number of shares owned: 9,500 shares
Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings: 11 of 11 meetings
Attendance at Audit & Supervisor Board meeting: 16 of 16 meetings

Number of shares owned: 0 shares
Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings: 8 of 8 meetings
Attendance at Audit & Supervisor Board meeting: 12 of 12 meetings

April
1979
June
2013
June
2014
January 2015
March 2017
April
2017
		
March 2018
April
2018
June
2018

April
1981
June
2012
April
2015
April
2017
		
April
2019
		
March 2020
April
2020
June
2020

Joined the Company
Manager of Corporate Audit Office
Executive officer and manager of Corporate Audit Office
Executive officer assigned to Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation
Resigned from executive officer position
Executive officer, manager of Industrial Gases Strategy Office in Corporate Strategy Division,
Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation
Resigned from executive officer position at Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation
General manager of the Corporate Planning Office of the Company
Audit & Supervisory Board member (current)

My first assignment was at the Hiroshima branch of Nippon Sanso. Since then, I have
fulfilled assignments in the United States twice as well as at Taiyo Nippon Sanso Kanto
(formerly Hitachi Sanso) and Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation (MCHC), mainly
working in accounting and finance. In the United States, I was involved in the
Matheson–Tri-Gas merger, and at MCHC I worked as the general manager of the
Industrial Gases Strategy Office. I am grateful for the experiences I have gained and the
responsibilities I have been given. My personal motto is “be sincere in all things.”

MIri Hara
Member of the Board
(Outside Director)

Joined Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Limited (now Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation)
Executive officer and general manager of Corporate Management Office, Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation
Executive officer, general manager of Finance & Accounting Department, Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Managing executive officer (in charge of Corporate Management Department and Finance & Accounting Department),
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Director and managing executive officer (in charge of Corporate Management Department and Finance &
Accounting Department), Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Resigned from director and managing executive officer position at Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Advisor to the Company
Outside auditor (current)

I began a new corporate life as a full-time Audit & Supervisory Board member in June
2020. In 1981, I joined Mitsubishi Chemical Industries, where I was in charge of transitioning the company to consolidated accounting and the voluntary adoption of IFRS in
response to internationalization. In my career, I have been involved deeply in helping
establish a pure holding company through stock transfer, in helping that company with
subsequent M&A activities to build a strong group foundation, and in other projects
implemented by the holding company. I hope to bring these experiences in particular to
aid the growth of Nippon Sanso Holdings as a global corporation. I do not ascribe to a
particular motto, but I always keep in mind that the final touches are the most important part of any job.

Akihiro Hashimoto

Kazuya Kobayashi

Audit & Supervisory Board Member
(Outside Auditor)

Audit & Supervisory Board member
(Outside Auditor)
Concurrently part-time Audit & Supervisory
Board member, Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation

Number of shares owned:
0 shares
Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings:
11 of 11 meetings

Hidefumi Date
Member of the Board,
Director, Managing Corporate Executive
Officer, and Chief Financial Officer,
Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation

April
1982
April
2013
March 2014
		
April
2014
April
2015
April
2018
June
2019
		
April
2020

Joined Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Limited (now Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation)
Executive officer, general manager of Consolidated Management Department, Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Executive officer, general manager of Consolidated Management Department and
Finance & Accounting Department, Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Executive officer, general manager of Finance & Accounting Department, Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Executive officer and general manager of Corporate Management Office, Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation
Managing corporate executive officer and chief financial officer, Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation
Director, managing corporate executive officer, and chief financial officer of Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation
Director of the Company (current)
Representative Director and President of Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporate Staff, Inc. (current)

I have worked at Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Group companies for approximately 40 years, mostly in accounting and finance, except
for a few years each in corporate planning and management at U.S. subsidiaries. I am experienced in all aspects of accounting and
finance, including the preparation of financial reports, funds procurement, and M&A due diligence. One of my most memorable
experiences was when I traveled from Japan and entered the doors of the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for a mutual agreement
procedure. That I was able to meet successfully with an American officer without the aid of an interpreter remains a motivation to do my
best, even today, 20 years later.

NIPPON SANSO HOLDINGS CORPORATION

Number of shares owned: 600 shares
Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings: 11 of 11 meetings
Attendance at Audit & Supervisor Board meeting: 16 of 16 meetings

Number of shares owned: 0 shares
Attendance at Board of Directors’ meetings: 8 of 8 meetings
Attendance at Audit & Supervisor Board meeting: 12 of 12 meetings

April
1983
April
2010
		
April
2012
April
2013
July
2013
		
April
2014
April
2014
May
2014
June
2014
June
2016
June
2016
June
2017
		

April
1985
April
2012
		
April
2014
		
April
2016
		
April
2017
March 2019
April
2019
March 2020
April
2020
June
2020
		
October 2020

Joined The Fuji Bank, Limited (now Mizuho Bank, Ltd.)
Executive officer and general manager of Americas Financial Products Division of Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.
(now Mizuho Bank, Ltd.)
Managing executive officer in charge of branches, Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (to July 2013)
Managing executive officer in charge of corporate banking, Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.
Managing executive officer in charge of corporate banking, Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (Mizuho Bank, Ltd. and
Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd. merged to form the current Mizuho Bank, Ltd.)
Senior general manager, Mizuho Bank, Ltd.
Resigned from Mizuho Bank, Ltd
Senior general manager, Sharp Corporation
Director and executive managing officer, Sharp Corporation
Resigned from Sharp Corporation
Senior general manager, Mizuho Bank, Ltd.
Resigned from senior general manager position at Mizuho Bank, Ltd.
Outside auditor of the Company (current)

I began my working life as a banker in 1983. I spent a total of 12 years in the United
States, mainly in charge of development and sales of various types of financial products.
I was also involved in bank mergers and the establishment of holding companies. During
my time at banks and manufacturers, I saw many instances of corporate growth and success
that only became a stumbling block to future growth and success. I think this perspective
will become extremely important in this era of rapid environmental change. My favorite
sayings are “cool head, but warm heart” and “all things are essentially nothingness.”
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Joined The Fuji Bank, Limited (now Mizuho Bank, Ltd.)
Executive officer, general manager of Corporate Banking Division No. 13, Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.
(now Mizuho Bank, Ltd.)
Managing executive officer, head of Investment Banking Unit, Mizuho Financial Group, Inc.
Managing executive officer, head of Investment Banking Unit, Mizuho Bank, Ltd.
Managing executive officer in charge of Specific Business of Global Corporate Company, Mizuho Financial Group, Inc.
Managing executive officer, head of Global Corporate Division, Mizuho Bank., Ltd
Senior general manager, Mizuho Financial Group, Inc.
Resigned from senior general manager position at Mizuho Financial Group, Inc.
Audit & Supervisory Board member (full-time), Mizuho Human Service Co., Ltd.
Resigned from Audit & Supervisory Board member (full-time) position at Mizuho Human Service Co., Ltd
Senior general manager, Mizuho Financial Group, Inc. (current)
Resigned from senior general manager at Mizuho Financial Group, Inc.
Outside auditor of the Company (full-time)
Audit & Supervisory Board member of Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation (current)

I was appointed a full-time Audit & Supervisory Board member in June 2020. Prior to
that, I was involved in overseas business for a long time at Mizuho Bank, where I was
stationed in New York for 10 years and worked as the head of the international division
at the head office after serving in overseas sales planning and other capacities. The global
financial crisis in 2008 made clear the importance of identifying the essence behind credit
decisions, which has become an important backbone for my own business decisions. I like
to cook to relax, which has the advantage of being both a hobby and a practical habit.
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Director Skills Matrix

strategy, (2) Finance and accounting, (3) Legal and regulatory affairs, (4) Governance and risk management, (5) Sales and marketing, (6) Development and technology, and (7) Internationality and diversity. We will strive to enhance the effectiveness of the Board
of Directors further by assigning people with knowledge and experience in these categories to the right places at the right time.

Nippon Sanso Holdings believes that for the Board of Directors to function effectively it must consist of a diverse collection of directors who have a broad range of knowledge and experience in corporate management. To this end, we have defined the knowledge
and experience that play important roles in Group management across seven categories: (1) Corporate management and business

Name

Positions

Classification
Committee positions

Toshihiko Hamada

Representative Director,
President CEO

Member of the Advisory Committee
on Appointments and Remuneration

Yujiro Ichihara

Member of the Board,
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Member of the Advisory Committee
on Appointments and Remuneration

Kenji Nagata

Member of the Board,
Representative Director and President,
Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation

Thomas Scott Kallman

Member of the Board,
Chairman and CEO,
Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.

Eduardo Gil Elejoste

Member of the Board,
Chairman and President,
Nippon Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U.

Akio Yamada

Member of the Board
(Outside Director)

Independent outside director
Chairman of the Advisory Committee
on Appointments and Remuneration

Mitsuhiro Katsumaru

Member of the Board
(Outside Director)

Independent outside director
Member of the Advisory Committee
on Appointments and Remuneration

Miri Hara

Member of the Board
(Outside Director)

Independent outside director
Member of the Advisory Committee
on Appointments and Remuneration

Hidefumi Date

Member of the Board

Junzo Tai

Audit & Supervisory Board member

Akihiro Hashimoto

Audit & Supervisory Board member
(Outside Auditor)

Masahiro Osada

Audit & Supervisory Board member
(Outside Auditor)

Kazuya Kobayashi

Audit & Supervisory Board member
(Outside Auditor)

Corporate
management and
business strategy

Finance and
accounting

Legal and
Governance and
regulatory affairs risk management

●
●

Independent outside director

●

After joining the Company in 1981, Mr. Nagata was appointed executive officer and general manager of the North Kanto Branch in 2013. After serving in
various capacities, including senior executive officer, deputy general manager of the Industrial Gases Division, general manager of the Gases Business Unit,
and general manager of the Product Management Unit, he was appointed senior executive officer, general manager of the Industrial Gases Division in 2017.
In 2020, Mr. Nagata was appointed director of Nippon Sanso Holdings and president of Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation (current).

●

Mr. Kallman joined the BOC Group, plc., in 1981, and was appointed vice president and general manager, U.S. Eastern Region in 2000. He was appointed
executive vice president of the Industrial Gas Group, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. in 2005, president and COO of Matheson Tri-Gas in 2009, president and CEO of
Matheson Tri-Gas in 2013, and chairman and CEO of Matheson Tri-Gas in 2019 (current). Mr. Kallman was also appointed director of Nippon Sanso
Holdings in 2019 (current).

●

After joining Argon S.A. in 1981, Mr. Elejoste was appointed director of marketing for Spain and Portugal in 1992. In 1996, he was appointed director of
Business Development for Europe, Praxair España S.L.U. (now Nippon Gases España S.L.U.), and later CEO for Germany and Benelux. In 2018, Mr. Elejoste
was appointed chairman and president of TNSC Euro-Holding S.L.U. (now Nippon Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U.) (current). In 2019, he was appointed director
of Nippon Sanso Holdings (current).

●

Mr. Yamada joined the General Secretariat of the Japan Fair Trade Commission in 1967. He was subsequently appointed secretary general of the Japan Fair
Trade Commission in 2000. After serving variously as outside Audit & Supervisory Board member at Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd., outside Audit & Supervisory
Board member at Yokohama Rubber Co., Ltd., and outside director of Watahan & Co., Ltd., and in other positions, Mr. Yamada was appointed outside
director of Nippon Sanso Holdings in 2015 (current). In 2018, he was appointed chairman of the Fair Trade Institute (current).

●

●

After being appointed as public prosecutor assigned to the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office in 1978, Mr. Katsumaru was appointed first secretary
of the Embassy of Japan in Germany in 1989. He served as assistant vice minister, the Ministry of Justice (responsible for general policy integration), superintending prosecutor of the Takamatsu High Public Prosecutors Office, and superintending prosecutor of the Hiroshima High Public Prosecutors Office, after
which he became a registered attorney in 2014. In 2015, Mr. Katsumaru was appointed outside director of Nippon Sanso Holdings (current). In 2017, he
was appointed outside director of Shimano Inc. (current).

●

●

In 1988, Ms. Hara was appointed director of Hara Estate K.K. (current). In 2017, she became founder and partner of Tax Corporation Yokohama Benten
Accounting, Inc. (current). In 2020, she was appointed outside director of SECOM Co., Ltd. (current). Ms. Hara was appointed outside director of Nippon
Sanso Holdings in 2021 (current).

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

Career Highlights

Mr. Ichihara joined the Company in 1974, after which he went on to be named executive officer, deputy general manager of the Business Planning Division
and the General Affairs Division, and manager of the Secretary’s Office and the Corporate Audit Office in 2005. After serving in various capacities, including
general manager of the General Affairs Division, general manager of the Corporate Administration Division, and executive vice president of the Corporate
Administration Division and the Corporate Planning & Global Operations Division, he was appointed Representative Director, President CEO in 2014. Mr.
Ichihara was appointed Chairman of the Board of Directors of Nippon Sanso Holdings in 2021 (current).

●

●

Internationality
and diversity

●

●

●

●

Development and
technology

Mr. Hamada joined the Company in 1981. He was appointed executive vice president, Specialty Gas Technology at Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc., in 2002. After
serving as general manager of the Semiconductor Gas Section of the Electronics Division at Nippon Sanso, he was named president and representative director
of Nissan TANAKA Corporation in 2017. He was appointed director, executive vice president of the Company (Aide to the President) in 2020. In 2021, Mr.
Hamada was appointed Representative Director, President CEO of Nippon Sanso Holdings (current).

●
●

Sales and
marketing

●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

Mr. Date joined Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Limited (now Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation) in 1982. He was appointed executive officer and general
manager of the Consolidated Management Department at Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation in 2013. After serving as executive officer and general manager
of the Finance & Accounting Department at Mitsubishi Chemical and managing corporate executive officer and chief financial officer of Mitsubishi Chemical
Holdings Corporation, he was appointed director, managing corporate executive officer, and chief financial officer of Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings in 2019
(current). Mr. Date was appointed director of Nippon Sanso Holdings in 2019 (current).

●

●

●

●

Mr. Tai joined the Company in 1979, and was appointed as manager of the Corporate Audit Office in 2013. In 2014, he was appointed executive officer
and manager of the Corporate Audit Office and executive officer assigned to Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation. After serving as executive officer
and manager of the Industrial Gases Strategy Office in the Corporate Strategy Division at Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings, Mr. Tai was appointed full-time
Audit & Supervisory Board member of Nippon Sanso Holdings in 2018 (current).

●

After joining The Fuji Bank, Limited (now Mizuho Bank, Ltd.), in 1983, Mr. Hashimoto was appointed executive officer and general manager of the Americas
Financial Products Division at Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd. (now Mizuho Bank, Ltd.) in 2010. Having served in various capacities, including managing
executive officer in charge of corporate banking at Mizuho Bank and director and executive managing officer at Sharp Corporation, Mr. Hashimoto was
appointed outside Audit & Supervisory Board member of Nippon Sanso Holdings in 2017 (current).

●

In 1981, Mr. Osada joined Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Limited (now Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation) and was subsequently appointed executive officer
and general manager of the Corporate Management Office of Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation in 2012. After serving in various roles, including
director and managing executive officer in charge of the Corporate Management Department and the Finance & Accounting Department at
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Mr. Osada was appointed outside Audit & Supervisory Board member of Nippon Sanso Holdings in 2020 (current).

●

After joining The Fuji Bank, Limited (now Mizuho Bank, Ltd.) in 1985, Mr. Kobayashi was appointed executive officer and general manager of Corporate
Banking Division No. 13 at Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd. (now Mizuho Bank, Ltd.). Having served as managing executive officer in charge of Specific Business of
Global Corporate Company of Mizuho Financial Group, Inc., as managing executive officer, head of the Global Corporate Division at Mizuho Bank and in other
roles, Mr. Kobayashi was appointed outside Audit & Supervisory Board member of Nippon Sanso Holdings (current) and Audit & Supervisory Board member of
Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation (current) in 2020.

●
●

●
●

●
●

Independent outside director

●

●

●

* Details on the definition of table headings
Corporate management: Career as a full-time officer
Business strategy: Persons who have held positions in management strategy and corporate planning divisions
Internationality and diversity: Persons who are non-Japanese, women, persons who have experience with overseas assignments or working overseas,
and persons joining the Company mid-career (experience at other companies)
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Corporate Data

Company Overview (As of March 31, 2021)

Group Organization (As of March 31, 2021)

Company name: Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation

Transfer agent:

Date founded: October 30, 1910

Mizuho Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.

Paid-in capital: ¥37,344 million

2-8-4 Izumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168-8507, Japan

Head office:

Tel (toll free in Japan): 0120-288-324

1-3-26 Koyama, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 142-0062, Japan

Contact: Investor Relations,

Gas Business in Japan: Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation Group

Gas Business in the United States: Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. Group

Number of employees: 19,357

Group Finance and Accounting Office,

Independent public accountants:

Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation

Ernst & Young ShinNihon LLC

Tel: +81-3-5788-8512

Nippon Sanso Holdings
Corporation

Gas Business in Europe: Nippon Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U. Group
Gas Business in Asia and Oceania: O
 perating company groups in
Asia and Oceania

Stock exchange listing: Tokyo

Thermos Business: Thermos K.K. Group

Share and Shareholder Information (As of March 31, 2021)
Status of Shares

Major Shareholders
(10 Largest Shareholders, Shares Held Rounded Down to the Nearest Thousand)

Number of shares authorized: 1,600,000,000

Thousands of Percentage of
shares owned total (%)

Number of shares issued: 433,092,837
Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation

Number of shareholders: 18,901
Individuals and
other investors

218,996

50.59

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Client Shareholding Society

17,617

4.07

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd.
(Trust account)

14,946

3.45
3.07

Custody Bank of Japan, Ltd. (Trust account)

10.40%

Meiji Yasuda Life Insurance Company

Overseas
investors

Distribution of

14.89%

Shares by
Shareholder Type

Financial
institutions and
securities companies

Other
domestic
companies

56.45%

18.26%

13,294

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Trading

Nippon Sanso (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

1-3-26 Koyama, Shinagawa-ku,

(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

282 Bangbon 3 Road, Kwaeng Nongkhaem,

Tokyo 142-8558, Japan

3rd Floor, No. 2 Bldg. BaoWu Tower 1859,

Khet Nongkhaem, Bangkok 10160, Thailand

Tel: +81-3-5788-8000

Expo Boulevard, Shanghai, P.R. China

Tel: +66-2-445-5010

Tel: +86-21-5835-8700

10,007

2.31

Mizuho Bank, Ltd.

8,182

1.89

The Norinchukin Bank

7,000

1.62

Shareholding Association of
Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation

3,282

0.76
0.71

Nippon Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U.

STANDARD LIFE ASSURANCE LIMITED PENSION
FUNDS

3,067

IBIDEN Co., Ltd.

3,004

Stock price (Left scale)

0.69

Trading volume (Right scale)

(Yen)

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.

Leeden National Oxygen Ltd.

909 Lake Carolyn Parkway, Suite 1300,

Nippon Sanso Taiwan, Inc.

1 Shipyard Road, Singapore 628128

Irving, TX 75039, U.S.A.

5F-1 No. 1 Sec.3 Gongdao 5th Road,

Tel: +65-6266-4868

Tel: +1-972-560-5700

East Dist., Hsinchu City 30069, Taiwan,
R.O.C. (TFC ONE Building)

Supagas Pty Ltd

Tel: +886-3-572-6588

5 Benson Road, Ingleburn, NSW 2565,

Orense, 11, 9th Floor,

* Our company holds 182,000 treasury shares.
The shareholding ratio is calculated based on the total number of issued shares, excluding
treasury shares.

Common Stock Price Range and Trading Volume

Main Affiliated Companies (Company names as of March 31, 2021)

(Thousands of shares)

3,000

30,000

Australia

Madrid 28020, Spain

Nippon Sanso Ingasco, Inc.

Tel: +34-91-453-72-00

One Corporate Center, 23rd Floor,

Tel: +61-2-8788-4444

Dona Julia Vargas Avenue, Corner Meralco

Thermos K.K.

Matheson Gas Products Korea, Co., Ltd.

Avenue Ortigas Center, Pasig City 1605,

Mita NN Bldg., 4-1-23 Shiba, Minato-ku,

94, Eumbongmyeon-ro, Eumbong-myeon,

Philippines

Tokyo 108-8450, Japan

Asan-si, Chungcheongnam-do,

Tel: +63-2-8626-1504

Tel: +81-3-5730-0130

South Korea 31443
Nippon Sanso Vietnam Joint Stock

Tel: +82-41-539-7400

Company
2,000

20,000

Shanghai Taiyo Nippon Sanso Gas Co., Ltd.

No. 33, Road 3A, Bien Hoa Industrial Zone II,

No.1959, Zhuanxing Road, Xinzhuang

Bien Hoa City, Dong Nai Province, Vietnam

Industry District, Shanghai, P.R. China

Tel: +84-251-3836706~09

Tel: +86-21-6442-2966
1,000

0

10,000

2016

2017

2018
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2019
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11-Year Financial and Non-Financial Summary
(Millions of yen)

Japanese GAAP
2011.3

IFRS
2012.3

2013.3

2014.3

2015.3

2016.3

2016.3

2017.3

2018.3

2019.3

2020.3

2021.3

Revenue
Net sales

—
483,620

—
477,451

—
468,387

—
522,746

—
559,373

—
641,516

594,421
—

581,586
—

646,218
—

740,341
—

850,239
—

818,238
—

Selling, general and administrative expenses

126,265

125,526

125,503

138,052

149,151

182,051

161,169

165,071

178,690

204,789

242,129

233,276

—

—

—

—

—

—

47,456

54,736

60,033

65,819

90,337

87,251

35,468

31,067

24,884

31,489

35,297

43,362

48,925

53,664

59,862

66,863

93,921

88,846

—

—

—

—

—

—

29,030

34,740

48,919

41,291

53,340

55,214

12,736

21,200

(2,071)

20,194

20,764

25,845

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

320,457

351,576

386,457

406,602

409,344

513,164

Total equity

207,416

219,611

224,253

298,475

341,207

337,974

—

—

—

—

—

—

Total assets

—

—

—

—

—

—

787,505

924,281

931,047

1,771,015

1,751,732

1,836,294

Total assets

617,676

607,024

615,820

731,677

782,357

783,248

—

—

—

—

—

—

Interest-bearing liabilities

256,358

241,121

253,424

278,063

266,276

274,424

266,215

359,528

326,959

1,005,402

998,389

949,242

Net interest-bearing liabilities*2

Core operating profit*1
Operating profit
Profit attributable to owners of parent
Profit (loss)
Total equity attributable to owners of parent

211,808

206,524

228,681

219,727

212,855

223,638

215,492

304,308

274,968

945,782

898,384

858,183

Cash flows from operating activities

65,897

45,986

33,964

56,716

58,615

81,555

73,347

74,596

83,199

98,685

150,084

149,231

Cash flows from investing activities

(44,834)

(32,748)

(37,225)

(55,295)

(30,583)

(82,130)

(74,252)

(147,082)

(52,088)

(754,969)

(62,629)

(59,686)

Cash flows from financing activities

(3,343)

(23,536)

(8,181)

27,884

(33,866)

(1,825)

(2,385)

80,777

(39,859)

664,925

(46,242)

(103,159)

Free cash flow

21,063

13,238

(3,261)

1,421

28,032

(575)

(905)

(72,486)

31,111

(656,284)

87,455

Cash and cash equivalents

44,549

34,596

24,743

58,336

53,420

50,785

50,723

55,220

51,991

59,620

100,005

91,058

Capital expenditures*3

31,991

31,452

31,715

32,532

35,201

53,611

52,657

43,796

62,569

76,657

81,017

74,697

Investment and loans receivable*2

15,171

8,035

5,672

35,749

5,710

32,941

25,507

102,034

4,556

691,126

733

1,361

Depreciation and amortization

32,167

30,471

29,400

33,507

35,568

44,864

39,696

40,048

43,266

56,111

83,798

86,380

Amortization of goodwill

3,635

2,472

2,719

3,668

4,959

7,352

—

—

—

—

—

—

Research and development costs

3,924

3,458

3,177

3,170

3,430

3,348

3,238

3,323

3,255

3,494

3,389

3,315

Profit (EPS) (Yen)

89,544

31.86

53.33

(5.25)

49.42

47.98

59.72

67.08

80.28

113.04

95.42

123.26

127.59

Annual dividends per share (Yen)

12.0

12.0

12.0

12.0

13.0

16.0

16.0

20.0

23.0

25.0

28.0

30.0

Dividend payout ratio (%)

37.7

22.5

—

24.3

27.1

26.8

23.9

24.9

20.3

26.2

22.7

23.5

7.3

6.5

5.3

6.0

6.3

6.8

8.2

9.2

9.3

9.0

11.0

10.9

—

—

—

—

—

—

8.0

9.4

9.3

8.9

10.6

10.7

Overseas revenue ratio (%)

23.6

24.3

27.6

31.4

35.0

44.4

40.7

40.8

43.3

47.9

55.5

56.1

Selling, general and administrative expenses / revenue

26.1

26.3

26.8

26.4

26.7

28.4

27.1

28.4

27.7

27.7

28.5

28.5

Core operating profit margin (%)
Operating profit margin (%)

Return on equity (ROE) (%)*4

6.5

10.8

(1.0)

8.4

7.0

8.2

9.1

10.3

13.3

10.4

13.1

12.0

Return on capital employed (ROCE)*5

7.8

7.0

5.5

6.2

6.2

7.4

8.1

8.4

8.4

6.2

6.4

6.1

Net debt-to-equity (D/E) ratio (Times)

1.10

1.03

1.12

0.80

0.67

0.71

0.67

0.87

0.71

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1.54

1.45

1.15
2,104

Adjusted net D/E ratio (Times)*6

693

584

638

812

1,639

1,068

1,068

1,302

1,611

1,686

1,601

21.75

10.95

—

16.43

34.16

17.88

15.92

16.22

14.25

17.67

12.99

16.49

10,269

11,588

11,468

12,955

13,142

14,127

14,107

15,860

15,345

18,974

19,341

19,155

Gas Business in Japan

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

5,985

6,171

6,292

6,295

Gas Business in the United States

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

4,820

4,916

4,724

4,534

Gas Business in Europe

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

2,589

2,794

2,884

Gas Business in Asia and Oceania

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

3,161

4,026

4,195

4,114

Thermos Business

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1,379

1,272

1,336

1,328

Female employees as a percentage of total labor force (Consolidated) (%)

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

17.8

19.1

19.6

20.1

Employee turnover rate (Consolidated) (%)

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

7.6

6.2

6.1

5.7

Energy consumption (TJ)*8

—

—

—

—

44,620

47,599

47,599

62,516

67,613

72,014

109,512

104,142

Share price (March 31) (Yen)
Price earnings ratio (PER) (Times)
Number of employees (Consolidated)*7

Waste generated (including valuable materials) (Tonnes)*9

—

—

—

—

—

—

2,834

2,917

2,910

3,023

3,762

14,273

Fresh water withdrawn (Ten thousands of m3)

—

—

—

—

791

816

816

1,014

1,092

1,362

3,002

4,335

GHG emissions (Scope 1) (Thousand tonnes CO2e)*10

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

9

19

14

1,061

987

GHG emissions (Scope 2) (Thousand tonnes CO2e)*10
GHG emissions (Scope 3) (Thousand tonnes CO2e)*10

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

3,363

3,838
3,671

4,056
3,634

4,747
3,662

4,664
4,340

*1 Core operating profit is calculated by subtracting losses (non-operating items) produced by non-recurring factors from operating profit. Non-recurring factors include structural reform charges,
including costs associated with business downsizing or withdrawal; special severance payments; losses due to disasters or major accidents; and other factors such as the disposal of idle assets.
*2 The standard changed in FYE2019 compared to previous fiscal years. *3 The figures are based on construction, in accordance with the presentation in the annual securities report. *4 Return
on equity (ROE) is calculated as profit attributable to owners of parent divided by average shareholders’ equity. Average shareholders’ equity is the average of shareholders’ equity at beginning of
period and shareholders’ equity at end of period; where shareholders’ equity is calculated as net assets – non-controlling interests. *5 Return on capital employed (ROCE) = Core operating profit
/ (outstanding interest-bearing debt + equity attributable to owners of parent) *6 Adjusted D/E ratio = (Net interest-bearing debt – equity-type debt) / (equity attributable to owners of the parent
+ equity-type debt). Equity-type debt is debt procured through hybrid financing that has been recognized as equity credit by ratings agencies (50% of the procured amount); hybrid financing is a
form of debt financing that has features resembling equity, including voluntary deferral of interest, extremely long-term redemption periods, and subordination during liquidation or bankruptcy
procedures. This kind of financing does not cause stock dilution, and a certain ratio of the funds procured in this way can be recognized as equity credit by rating agencies provided that certain

―

conditions are met. *7 From FYE2018, we aggregated the actual results as of the fiscal year end of each Group company. Due to differences in the fiscal year ends, the aggregated data includes
some results as of December 31. To reflect a revision of this aggregation method, we have retroactively revised the figures presented in the previous fiscal year for FYE2018 to FYE2020. *8 The
energy of the consumed fuels is calculated based on the gross calorific values specified in Japan’s Act on the Rational Use of Energy. Purchased electricity and purchased steam are converted into
primary energy amounts. *9 Beginning FYE2021, main overseas consolidated subsidiaries are included in the reporting boundary for the amount of waste generated. *10 GHG emissions in
Japan are calculated using emission factors provided in Japan’s Act on Promotion of Global Warming Countermeasures (for electricity, the basic emission factors for each electricity provider). For
GHG emissions overseas, Scope 1 emissions are calculated using emission factors set forth in Japan’s Act on Promotion of Global Warming Countermeasures, while Scope 2 emissions are
calculated using country-specific emission factors published by the International Energy Agency (IEA). However, for electricity in Europe, beginning FYE2021 a separate emission factor for each
electricity provider is used, and emissions are calculated making reference to the Guarantee of Origin, resulting in an increase in Scope 2 emissions of approximately 244 thousand tonnes CO2e
compared with using emission factors provided by the IEA. See P.187–188 for details on the calculation method of Scope 3 emissions.
For information about the reporting boundaries for environmental data please refer to Non-Financial Highlights ( P.136).
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Non-Financial Highlights

Indicators with

mark have been assured by KPMG AZSA Sustainability Co., Ltd.

GHG Emissions

Energy Consumption

Number of Employees by Segment (Consolidated)

Number of Employees by Gender (Consolidated)

Thousand tonnes CO2e

Terajoules (TJ)

Number of individuals

Number of individuals

5,808
499 1

6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

871

3,856
492 1

4,070
488 1

1,033

1,087

1,868

2,330

2,494

2,273

2017

2018

2019

2020

3,372
446 1
1,057

5,651
511 11

120,000
100,000

1,049

80,000

2,164

2,066

60,000
40,000

62,516
8,345 14
23,836

109,512
104,142
9,437 13
9,201 174
25,068
24,960

67,613
9,188 14

72,014
9,174 14

23,282

24,507

37,946

36,172
33,635
2021

15,000

10,000

19,341
1,336

18,974
1,272

20,000

19,155
1,328

20,000

15,345
1,379

4,026

4,195

4,114

3,161

2,589

2,794

2,884

4,820

4,916

4,724

4,534

10,000

20,000
(Years ended
March 31)

2021

30,321

35,129

38,319

37,048

5,985

6,171

6,292

6,295

5,000

2017

2018

2019

2020

0

(Years ended
March 31)

Gas Business in Japan
Gas Business in the United States
Gas Business in Europe
Gas Business in Asia and Oceania
Thermos Business
Reporting boundary: Nippon Sanso Holdings main consolidated subsidiaries

Gas Business in Japan
Gas Business in the United States
Gas Business in Europe
Gas Business in Asia and Oceania
Thermos Business
Reporting boundary: Nippon Sanso Holdings main consolidated subsidiaries

The majority of GHG emissions of the Nippon Sanso Holdings Group is emissions from ASUs and the HyCO
business. Optimal operation of ASUs and the impact of COVID-19 resulted in a year-on-year decrease to 5,651
thousand tonnes CO2e.

In the energy usage of the Nippon Sanso Holdings Group, approximately 86% is electricity used by ASUs and
approximately 10% is fuel for the HyCO business. Optimal operation of ASUs and the impact of COVID-19
resulted in a year-on-year decrease to 104,142 TJ.

0

2018

2019

2020

2021

15,000

Fresh Water Withdrawn

Gigawatt hours (GWh)

Ten thousands of m3

12,000

10,013
945 1

10,000

6,000

6,389
855 1

6,874
919 1

7,290
912 1

2,442

2,385

2,511

4,000

8,000

2,000
0

3,091
2017

2,861

3,866

3,569
2018

2,464

4,000

2,442

3,000

1,000

3,402

2020

2021

4,335
205 17

(Years ended
March 31)

(Years ended
March 31)

0

Gas Business in Japan
Gas Business in the United States
Gas Business in Europe
Gas Business in Asia and Oceania
Thermos Business
Reporting boundary: Nippon Sanso Holdings main consolidated subsidiaries

1,014
177
362
476

1,092
198
365
529

2017

2018

707

683

732

676

2019

2020

2021

Research and Development Costs

Tonnes

Millions of yen

12,000

8,000

4,000

0

4,000

3,323
3,000

87

2,910

117

3,023

3,762
80

2,830

2,793

2,943

3,675

2017

2018

2019

2020

593

3,494
48

614

2,612

2,846

1.00

0

Gas Business in Japan
Gas Business in the United States
Gas Business in Europe
Gas Business in Asia and Oceania
Thermos Business
Reporting boundary: Nippon Sanso Holdings main consolidated subsidiaries
* In FYE2021, main overseas consolidated subsidiaries were added to the reporting boundary.

2017

2018

2019

34

3,389
658

39

3,315
589

32

2,691

2,694

2020

2021

(Years ended
March 31)

Research and development costs in FYE2021 were level year on year at ¥3,315 million. In R&D, we work on
the development of new products and technologies for various fields, based on our proprietary gas technology, which will contribute to earnings growth.
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15,307

10.0

0.0

%

7.6

8.0

2.32

2.30

6.2

6.1

2019

2020

5.7

6.0

0.73
0.45

0

2016

2017

2018

0.73

0.64

2019

2020

2.0
(Years ended
March 31)

0

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Group
Nippon Sanso Holdings Group
Reporting boundary: Consolidated subsidiaries with production divisions in Japan and oversea.
Nippon Sanso Holdings included overseas subsidiaries of Thermos K.K. from January 2017 and Nippon Gases
Euro-Holding S.L.U. from January 2019.

2018

2021

(Years ended
March 31)

* Year-end figures for the Nippon Sanso Holdings Group are calculated including some figures for the end of
December 2020 because some subsidiaries' accounting period ends are at the end of December.
The employee turnover rate in FYE2021 was 5.7%, an decrease of 0.4 percentage point from the previous
fiscal year-end. Hereafter, we will continue taking steps to retain human resources by executing measures to
enable employees to feel a sense of worth and achievement in their work to improve employee engagement.

The lost-time work injury frequency rate in FYE2021 decreased to 0.64 at Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation,
while increasing to 2.3 for the Nippon Sanso Holdings Group overall. We continue to promote measures to
prevent occupational accidents, including the analysis of causes of occupational accidents and proposal of
countermeasures, as well as providing education for increasing employees’ ability to recognize danger.

Directors and Outside Directors
Number of individuals

5.0

15

100
80

10

2.0

2.0

2.2

2.3

2.3
5

1.0
0

2

50
50

2.0

GHG emissions: GHG emissions in Japan are calculated using emission factors provided in Japan’s Act on Promotion of Global Warming Countermeasures (for electricity, the basic emission factors for each electricity provider). For GHG
emissions overseas, Scope 1 emissions are calculated using emission factors set forth in Japan’s Act on Promotion of Global Warming Countermeasures, while Scope 2 emissions are calculated using country-specific emission factors
published by the IEA. However, for electricity in Europe, beginning FYE2021 a separate emission factor for each electricity provider is used, and emissions are calculated making reference to the Guarantee of Origin, resulting in an
increase in Scope 2 emissions of approximately 244 thousand tonnes CO2e compared with using emission factors provided by the IEA.
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15,546

4.0

Gas Business in Japan
Gas Business in the United States
Thermos Business
Reporting boundary: Taiyo Nippon Sanso and its consolidated subsidiaries (excluding the Gas Business in
Europe and the Gas Business in Asia and Oceania)

In FYE2021, industrial waste generated by main overseas consolidated subsidiaries were added to the
reporting boundary. Of the industrial waste generated by the Nippon Sanso Holdings Group, a large amount
was generated by specialty gas plants, mainly in the Gas Business in the United States, and there was a
one-time aggregated amount of waste generated by the Gas Business in Japan. As a result, the amount
increased year on year to 14,273 tonnes.
*W
 aste generated by the Gas Business in Japan is the volume for which the Company issued a manifest.

15,353

20.0

%

5,505
(Years ended
March 31)

14.6

Employee Turnover Rate (Consolidated)

Employment Rate of Persons with Disabilities
(Taiyo Nippon Sanso; as of June 1 each year)

1,000

2021

20.1

13.7

As of the end of FYE2021, the consolidated labor force comprised 15,307 male employees and 3,848 female
employees. The Nippon Sanso Holdings Group has actively promoted career opportunities for female
employees, and the percentage of female employees out of total labor force raised 0.5 percentage point from
the previous fiscal year-end. The percentage of female managers raised 0.9 percentage point from the
previous fiscal year-end. Hereafter, we will continue various measures to promote career opportunities for
female employees, such as improving working environments and improving systems.

2.68

0.79

(Years ended
March 31)

3.0

2,660
87

3,255

19.6

13.7

2.00

2,000

5,691
2,917

600

62

19.1

17.8

4.0

724

Waste Generated (Including Valuable Materials)

14,273
1,924
758 395

3.00

2,730

Nippon Sanso Holdings Group’s fresh water withdrawn increased significantly since FYE2020 due to acquisitions
of the HyCO business and the Gas Business in Europe. Furthermore, from FYE2021, the addition of HyCO and
liquid carbon dioxide plants of the Gas Business in Europe to the reporting boundary resulted in a year-on-year
increase to 43.35 million m3.

16,000

40.0

30.0

0

1.99

Gas Business in Japan
Gas Business in the United States
Gas Business in Europe
Gas Business in Asia and Oceania
Thermos Business
Reporting boundary: Gas production facilities and business sites with facilities specified under the Water
Pollution Prevention Act belonging to consolidated subsidiaries of Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation in
Japan and main overseas consolidated subsidiaries
* In FYE2020, business sites with facilities specified under the Water Pollution Prevention Act belonging to
consolidated subsidiaries in Japan were added to the reporting boundary.

Production processes for industrial gases use a significant amount of electric power. The bulk of the
Nippon Sanso Holdings Group’s electric power consumption goes to the operation of ASUs. Optimal operation
of ASUs and the impact of COVID-19 resulted in a year-on-year decrease to 9,592 GWh.

3,848

* The frequency rate expresses the frequency of accidents resulting in lost workdays in a fiscal year,
calculated as the number of injuries/deaths due to occupational accidents per million work hours

2.52

1,317

1,362
222
457

3,795

2018
2019
2020
2021
(Years ended
March 31)
Male (Left scale)
Female (Left scale)
Female employees as a percentage of total labor force (Right scale)
Female managers as a percentage of total managerial positions (Right scale)
* Numbers above are aggregated from actual figures of the Nippon Sanso Holdings Group companies as of the end
of each fiscal year. Due to differences in the reporting periods, part of the data includes figures as of the end of
December. Due to a revision of this aggregation method, figures presented in previous fiscal years have been
retroactively revised.

Gas Business in Japan
Gas Business in the United States
Gas Business in Europe
Gas Business in Asia and Oceania
Thermos Business
* Numbers above are aggregated from actual figures of the Nippon Sanso Holdings Group companies as of the
end of each fiscal year. Due to differences in the reporting periods, part of the data includes figures as of the
end of December. Due to a revision of this aggregation method, figures presented in previous fiscal years have
been retroactively revised.

3,002
229

2,000

2,824

3,742

2019

9,592
908 16

3,621

2,734

12,611

Frequency Rate of Occupational Accidents Resulting
in Lost Workdays*

5,000

19,155

9.5

The consolidated number of employees for FYE2021 was 19,155. Investments in the European business
through M&A resulted in the addition of European personnel in FYE2019. Despite changes in each segment
since then, the overall number has remained level.

Electric Power Consumption

19,341

15,345

5,000

2,014

18,974

20
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

(Years ended
March 31)

0

In FYE2021, individuals with disabilities accounted for 2.3% of our labor force, the same as to the legally
mandated rate for private-sector companies in Japan of 2.3%. The Nippon Sanso Holdings Group endeavors
to provide working environments in which individuals with disabilities can reach their full potential and to
support the realization of a society that enables individuals with disabilities to play an active role that leverages
their abilities.

2

8

2017

5

29
29

2018

2

33

44

2

60

2

33
7

4
2019

22
2020

7

22
2021

40
20
0
(Years ended
March 31)

Internal directors (Left scale)
Independent outside directors (Left scale)
Percentage of directors serving concurrently as executive officers (Right scale)
Independent outside directors (Right scale)
* Regarding the number of directors and outside directors, the President CEO is counted as an executive officer.
In FYE2021, the Board of Directors comprised seven internal and two independent outside directors, with
directors serving concurrently as executive officers accounting for 33% of the Board as a whole and independent outside directors accounting for 22%. The Advisory Committee on Appointments and Remuneration,
which is chaired by an independent outside director and comprises the President CEO and independent
outside directors, was established to improve the transparency and objectivity of procedures for appointing
and determining remuneration for directors.

Energy consumption: The energy of the consumed fuels is calculated based on the gross calorific values specified in Japan’s Act on the Rational Use of Energy. Purchased electricity and purchased steam are converted into primary
energy amounts.
For information on main subsidiaries, please see Sustainability Data (

P.183).
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Awards

Editorial Note

Japan

Europe

People Who Helped to Produce This Report (in no particular order)

Publication Process of This Report
In publishing “Nippon Sanso Holdings Integrated Report 2021,” we

Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation

Kazuyuki Futamata

Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation

Hiroaki Hijino

Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation

Todd D. Givens

Designated as a 2021 Health &

Received the Welfare Champion 2020 award

held 12 planning meetings based on the results of investor survey

Productivity Management

Nippon Gases Italia S.r.l. was selected as a Welfare Champion 2020

questionnaires and feedback and requests received from stakeholders.

Outstanding Organization (Large

in recognition of its various initiatives placing basic values such as

In addition, a production project team headed by CFO Alan David

Enterprise Category) (“White 500”)

the health, welfare, and safety of employees and their families at the

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation was

center of the company’s goals.

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation

Ayako Kai

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation

Toyoyuki Sato

Draper was formed in 2021. This production team has played a

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation

Chihiro Takai

central role in gathering and collating information on initiatives in

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation

Masahiro Takeuchi

IMI Co., Ltd.

each business and region for the entire Group.

recognized as a corporation that imple-

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Gas & Welding Corporation

ments particularly outstanding health

Received Supplier Award 2020

and productivity management by

Nippon Gases Germany received

Overview of the 12 Planning Meetings

Nippon Kenko Kaigi.

the Supplier Award 2020 from

Main Participants at the Meetings

the major German healthcare
equipment bulk purchasing

Designated as a Sports Yell Company

Nippon Ekitan Corporation

Emiko Shimada
Yudai Ishizaki
Ryuta Takahashi

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.

Jeremy Holden

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.

John B. Molnar

(Position, and organization as of September 1, 2021)

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.

Kelvin Dixon

• Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.

Lisa Kratz

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.

Marisa Reyes

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.

Stephen Stroud

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc.

Steve Foster

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation was designated as a Sports Yell

organization Prospitalia Group

Representative Director, President CEO Toshihiko Hamada;

Company by the Japan Sports Agency, in recognition of initiatives

in recognition of its performance

Senior Executive Officers Satoshi Wataru, Tsutomu Moroishi,

such as the Sergio Soccer Clinic, which it has run since 1990, and

in reliable and safe supplies,

and Takeshi Miki;

the Walking Rally held by the Health Insurance Association.

product quality, services, and

Executive Officer Alan David Draper;

communications.

Group Internal Control Office, Group Legal Office,

Nippon Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U.

Inaki Uriarte

Group Human Resources & Corporate Secretariat Office,

Nippon Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U.

Justin Corcho Maters

Nippon Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U.

Laura Sigüenza

Nippon Gases Euro-Holding S.L.U.

Wim De Raedt

Received the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry Award

Continental Carbonic Products, Inc.

The Oyama Plant of Japan Fine Products Corporation received the

Received the EcoVadis Silver Medal

Group Corporate Planning Office, Group Finance and

Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry award as a workplace with

Nippon Gases Industrial S.r.l. received the Silver Medal in the CSR

Accounting Office, and Group Technological Affairs &

particularly outstanding safety measures in regard to the structure,

certification by EcoVadis, evaluating corporate management systems

Environment Office

equipment, and manufacturing methods of each facility in the man-

in four themes (environment, labor and human rights, ethics, and

ufacture of high-pressure gases.

sustainable materials procurement).

Western International Gas & Cylinders, Inc.

• Edge International, Inc.

Ann Schauwers

Nippon Gases España S.L.U.

Cristina Gómez
Paolo Ronzi

Nippon Sanso Holdings Singapore Pte. Ltd.

Hitoshi Ishihara

Main Discussion Themes

Nippon Sanso Holdings Singapore Pte. Ltd.

Cheryl Yong

Nippon Sanso Holdings Singapore Pte. Ltd.

Pauline Loo

Designated as Distinction Level in the International Safety Award

• Consider the direction for Integrated Report 2021

Chiba Sano Center Co., Ltd.’s Sodegaura Plant received this award in

Nippon Gases Offshore and Nippon Gases UK Ltd was designated as

• The uniqueness of our Group in comparison with other companies

recognition of its long period free from recording of accidents or

Distinction Level in the International Safety Awards, the most author-

• Aspirations for our Group

disasters—18,500 days (over 50 years) since the start of its opera-

itative award system for evaluating corporate health and safety

• Human resources of our Group

tions—as well as its health and safety activities.

initiatives by the British Safety Council.

• Nippon Sanso Holdings Group’s business domains (Industrial

Nippon Sanso Ingasco, Inc.

Maricar D. Santos

Nippon Sanso Taiwan, Inc.

Richard Hsu

Nippon Sanso Vietnam JSC
Leeden National Oxygen Ltd.
Dalian Taiyo Nippon Sanso Gas Co., Ltd.

gases business, Electronics business, and Thermos business)

Operating Company Groups in Asia and Oceania

Stephen Thompson

Nippon Gases Belgium NV
Nippon Gases Italia S.r.l.

Received the Chiba Labor Bureau Chief’s “Excellence Award”

United States

Sally Perez

• Corporate governance of our Group
• Our Group’s technological capabilities and R&D strategy

Pham Van Huu
Janice Lee
Yang Di

Thermos K.K.

Yuji Kataoka

Thermos K.K.

Kana Kibashi

Thermos K.K.

Toshio Koizumi

Thermos K.K.

Yuki Kondo

Thermos K.K.

Masataka Sakamoto

Award certificate received from HDT Global

Received the Strategic Partner Award

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. received an award certificate from

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Trading (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. received the Strategic

Thermos K.K.

Hideyuki Sumida

HDT Global, Inc. for providing reliable supplies during the COVID-19

Partner Award from Corning (Hainan) Optical Communications Co., Ltd.

Thermos K.K.

Yasuhiro Murakami

pandemic.

in recognition of its outstanding quality, supply systems, and service.

Thermos K.K.

Masashi Yamada

Letter of appreciation received from the United States

Received a commendation for legally compliant management

Department of Defense

Matheson Specialty Gas (Xi’an) Co., Ltd. received a commendation

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. received a letter of appreciation from the

for outstanding performance in the evaluation for legal compliance

United States Department of Defense, recognizing its contribution to

held twice annually by Samsung China Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

the Department’s maintenance of industrial infrastructure by mainSelected for Shanghai Xinzhuang Industrial Zone

taining its supply chain during COVID-19.

Top 100 Companies
Award received at the 2020 Safety Awards

Shanghai Taiyo Nippon Sanso Gas Co., Ltd.

The Compressed Gas Association (CGA) is an organization that

received a commendation for being selected as

promotes and develops safety standards in the industrial, medical,

one of the top 100 companies in the Shanghai

and food gas sectors. Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. was awarded the

Xinzhuang Industrial Zone, proactively adapting

Environmental Award, Fleet Safety Excellence Award, and Safe

to market changes, promoting technological

Facility Performance Awards at the annual general meeting of the

innovation, fulfilling its social responsibility, and

CGA in recognition of its initiatives to reuse toxic gas and its excel-

proactively contributing to the economic and

lent safety performance.

social development of the industrial zone.
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• Sustainability of the Nippon Sanso Holdings Group

Vacuumtech Philippines Inc.

Rubylyn Sandoval Manalo

Editorial Note
Thank you for taking the time to read “Nippon Sanso Holdings Integrated Report 2021” in its entirety. Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation
transitioned to a holding company structure in October 2020. Personally, I feel that various changes have started to emerge that will strengthen
the Group’s comprehensive capabilities. To enable us to communicate these changes to as many readers as possible through this integrated
report, in producing it we asked for direct and indirect input from an even greater number of Nippon Sanso Holdings Group members than
before. Naturally, we aimed to communicate the ideas and business strategies of our top management, but we also hope that by involving
the people who will implement these strategies, the report will offer stakeholders inside and outside the Company a sense of the potential of
Nippon Sanso Holdings and its function in society. However, only one year since its transition to a holding company, Nippon Sanso Holdings
has only just made a start. I believe there is much more that we have not been able to include in the report. As we continue our dialogue
with stakeholders going forward, I hope that we will achieve a deeper mutual understanding. I thank you for your continued support.

Takayoshi Umehara
General Manager, Investor Relations, Group Finance and Accounting Office, Nippon Sanso Holdings Corporation
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